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TURKS WIN A POINT
ujiiicu oittico Luaiuiu
in El Paso. Yesterday on removing
Constantinople, Sept. 16. The Bul
A
LAW
garian peace delegates here today fin
ammunition seized from smugglers to
ally surrendered to' Turkish pressure
Fort Bliss from the basement of the
and allowed the town of Kirk Kilis- customs house, the absence of 2,40u
seh to remain in Ottoman hands. The
rounds was discovered. Today 2,000
CAN
Turks also succeeded in having the
more rounds were discovered to be
future frontier of the province of
missing.
Thrace moved considerably northward. It was agreed that the Black
To Punish Runaway Officer
sea limit to Turkish territory should
ban Diego, Cal., Sept 16. Under
be between Iniada and Hagios Ste- BiXBY OF LOS ANGELES ACCUSED telegraphic orders from the
depart
fano, northeast of Adrianople, instead
ment of war at Mexico City General
OF LURING YOUNG GIRLS
of as originally proposed at Midia.
Palizo, commander of the Mexican fed
TO RUIN
eral troops in Lower California, has
FROST FOR GOLFERS
ordered the return to the prison camp
16. Frost
in San Diego of the four Mexican army
Brookline, Mass., Sept.
KE
SAYS
IS
A
VICTIM
was still whitening trie greensward of
officers who escaped from the camp,
the famous course of the Country
in defiance of their parole.
Colonel
club when the first balls were driven HIS DEFENSE
WILL BE THAT Emilio Kosterlitzky, in command of
across the old polo field today in the
the Mexican prisoners, was notified
BLACKMAILERS LAID A TRAP
nineteenth open golf championship of
by wire yesterday of the decision of
HIM
FOR
DR. ERNEST A. MURET, DENTIST, IliS ACCOMPLICE the United States. The field today
WHITE'S SLAYER WINS ANOTHER CLEAN VICTORY
the Mexican war department.
was limited to half the entry list,
The four officers, Colonel Escandon
which this year reached a record of PERJURY
TRIAL NEAR END of the Mexican regulars, Captain Mea170.
aez ana Lieutenants
Seafre and
Flat Maintained by the Two Men Is Found to Contain Equipment
Rocha, are expected in San Diego Justice Aldrich
Indefinitely Suspends Hearing of the Habeas
DEFENSE
PRE from
WOMEN TO VOTE
Ensenada, Lower California, on
for Making Fake Bank Notes Instruments Used by Phys-cian- s
The Hague, Netherlands, Sept. 16.
PARES TO INTRODUCE SURCorpus Matter, Thus Guaranteeing to Escaped Inmate of
Thursday morning.
of Doubtful Reputation Found in Possession of
There is every indication that wom
PRISING 'evidence
Matteawan a Federal Writ Between Him and His Return
en will shortly be given the parliaAlleged Dentist Officers Think They Are Uncover
Few Americans Implicated
to the Asylum Governor Sets September 23 as
mentary franchise in Holland. On the
Carrizozo Springs, Tex., Sept. 16.
Los Angeles, Sept. 1C. George H.
injj Mystery That Will Horrify the World
Date on Which to Hold Extradition Hearing
speech from the throne, delivered at
the opening of the states general to- Bixby, the Long Beach millionaire Investigating the underground route
who was indicted some time ago on for "gun running" from San Antonio
day, the new Dutch cabinet stated its
from a morality to the Mexican
border, Rohert L.
Schmidt's pretensions to Insanity, intention of granting the vote to charges resulting
New York, Sept. 16. Stripping from
Littleton, N. H., Sept. 16. Harry-Kendal-l
was placed on trial today In Barnes, acting special hgent for the
crusade,
'
New York's river mouth its, mysteries, in the opinion of Coroner Feinberg, women.
GOLD PRODUCTION FALLS
Thaw won a victory in the
the superior court before Judge Ben department of justice, said today
the police bared today a nest of crime have been dealt a blow by the baring
that so far only one man. of prom,i
Washington, Sept. 16. Production United States district court here toF, Bledsoe, ;
jamin
ODD FELLOWS IN DEMAND
leathered, they claim, by the Rev. of his record as a counterfeiter,
The principal witnesses against him inence in southwest Texas Is suspect- of gold in the United States during
day when Judge Aldricli indefinitely
"Father Schmidt impresses me as
Minneapolis, Sept. 16. Hot Springs,
Hans Schmidt, confessed slayer oi
are minor girls whose testimony be- ed of implication in the smuggling 1912 amounted to $93,451,500, a de
a hearing on ft writ of HaWasn-ingtoAtlantic
N.
Ark.,
and
J.,
City,
Anna Aumuller, and Ur. Ernest A. an unscrupulous man with a master
Several Americans were implicated in crease of $3,438,500 as compared with suspended
fore the grand jury involved alleged
D. C, were cities most promiMr.
beas
of
said.
a
"Think
corpus obtained by, the "thaw
mind,"
Muret, dentist by day, by night
Feinberg
of degeneracy. Bixby's de- assertions of Charles Cline, American the previous year and the lowest
a man who is able to qualify for the nently mentioned today for next year's
counterfeiter.
fense, his attorneys stated, would be leader of the band of n Mexican American production since 1907. The lawyers. This means tnat Thaw will
Muret Is under arrest on a technical priesthood, who is a forger of great convention of the sovereign grand the declaration that he had been smugglers under arrest here.
output of silver was 3j766,800 fine have a federal writ to check his
lodge, Independent Order of Odd FelBarnes
to
ounces, valued at $39,197,500, an inidendeclined
charge of having in his possession a skill, mechanic enough to coin money, lows, which bekan its eighty-nintreveal
(he
blackmailed
a
coterie
of
by
return to New York state in
young
anpistol in violation of the Sullivan, law. and who might have dabbled in medi- nual session here
who, under the leadership of tity of any suspects except the four crease of 3,367,400 cunces over 1911, the event Governor Felker orders his
girls
yesterday.
TIm fcur are the greatest gain being in the state
He was arrested early this morning cine. That .indicates no ordinary
Mrs. Emma Goodman, were members already under arrest.
extradition after tho hearing to bo
mind."
after detectives ransacking Schmidt's
of a regular organized band, the pur- Casimero Cruz, Juan Galan, Antonio of Utah. The figures were made pubheld at Concord.
William
the
of
United
chief
lic
in
evidence
Flynn,
Placldio
and
a
statement
uncovered
the
today
which
had,
of
to
was
joint
Reyes.
apartments
by
pose
compromise well Reyes
In an open discussion with William
mint bureau and the geological surtc show that Schmidt was a counter- States secret service, reached New POINTS OUT FAULTS
known men of wealth and then extract
The decrease was caused be Travers Jerome after announcing the
vey.
,.'t'
feiter. This evidence led them to a York today and began an investigation
blackmail.
cause of Nevada's output lost $4,521,- - suspension of the hearing, Judge Aid-ricMrs. Goodman is under sentence for COPPER STRIKE DOES
OF CUHHENCY BILL
flat rented by a man under the name of Schmidt's and Muret's counterfeit200 as compared with 1911.
said that search of the statute
methods
and plant
of George Miiler, in which, were found ing
pandering, having pleaded guilty.
E.
had
to reveal to him any law
failed
Muret
was
born
told
the
he
the
of
director
George
Roberts,
police
to
ail essentials
the counterfeiter's
NOT
ALL WORK
mint, said today that while the out under which a man in Thaw's posicraft. The janitress of the building, in Chicago. Framed in his office was PROFESSOR SPRAGUE TELLS SENSprings tNew Defense
ATE COMMITTEE IT NEEDS
put of gold had decreased in the tion, a lunatic charged with crime,
with Muret, greet- a membership certificate issued at
San Francisco,5 Sept. 16. Evidence
brought
United States and Australia there could be extradited.
December
CHANGING
the
31,
1912,
Chicago
by
as
Aliller. Muret, unaware of
ed him
purporting to shotliaj, Marsha War- MICHIGAN MINES ARE, . LIFTING
was sufficient lacrefi.so U South Af . Mr. Jerome, specially deputized to
his impending apprehension, recogniz- Dentists' Protective Association of
rington had not been subpoenaed as
OF NORMAL
rica to make the world's production bring about Thaw's return to the asyWashington, Sept. 16. One of. the a witness in the
cases
ed her at once, and said she was the America.
PRODUCTION
of gold for 1912 greater than in 1911. lum, tried to block the postponement
l perplexing and important
When arraigned today on the
woman from whom he had rented the
problems to when' Nellie Barton of Sacramento
Statistics are not yet available on the on the ground that the w rit had been
charge of having a pistol in his fall on the managers of the new bank talked with her on March 22, and that
flat under his pseudonym.
Calumet, Michigan, Sept. 16. Daily world's
production. California led obtained as a matter oi exDedlency.'
was
Muret
in
held
$5,000
therefore
administhe
ing
system
proposed by
Schmidt and Muret, the janitress possession,
anything Maury Diggs or copper rock shipments from the mines
the states in gold production, putting j He procured an affidavit from a news- He
bail
trial.
tration
wilt
for
examination.
bill
B.
be
waived
inCharles
the
Harris
curtailment
have
might
Muret
said, and
in 'this district operating under strike out
admitted, had spent
$20,008,000; Colorado came second paperman quoting Thaw's counSei as
cf business activities and the restrain- structed Miss Barton to tell Miss conditions now
long hours together in the flat. They
total 5,190 tons. This with $18,741,200 and Alaska third
saying this, but he was unwilling to
AN OLD MURDER
of
could
not
credits
acat
construed
be
critical
ing
Warrington
moments,
tl& the renting agents that they were
is a little better than
of with $17,198,00.
press the matter after counsel for
to Professor
O.
M.
Vallejo, Calif., Sept. 16. Although cording
W as conspiracy to suborn perjury, was the normal
medical students, and wanted the flat
production. The Calumet
Thaw had assured the court mat trie
Introduced1
in
arrested
heer
the
hours
of
today
Harvard University who
yesterday, Sprague
closing
as a place for making experiments in Joseph Kopf,
and Hecla is mining the greatest
application for the writ had been enin charged with the murder cf Julian testified today before the
of the Diggs-Harri- s
trial.
banktheir studies. What they really did,
MORGAN WAS A LEMON
senate
amount at 3,580 tons, or better than
toJuwas
regular.
on
Harris
tirely
a
the stand
again'
weakhy bachelor of
ing committee.
tho police allege, was to experiment Buchurad,
Cincinnati, Sept. 16. Having comof its normal output. Other
wife
and
"What
do you propose to do then?"
in
town named after him,
also
his
his
a
testified
day,
Neb.,
ban,
these
"Had
federal banks been in
in counterfeiting.
The kitchen was
pleted the work necessary In connec1
defense. Harris swore he did not mines operating on a smaller scale tion with
insisted
the
the papers calling lor existence the last
ago,
years
judge.
he
the drafting of players by
year,"
said,
fitted up as a dark room; a camera,
know
had called Miss Bar- are the Quincy, Isle Royale,
Jerome hesitated.
clubs from minor leagues,
a printing press, photographic sup- his extraditiion are on their way back "they would have been besieged with ton why Diggs
league
major
Champion, Superior, Baltic,
to his office, and that he did not
e keeping n Sheriff demands from business
.
to
"The immediate question," continufor more
Osceola and South Kearsarge. The the national baseball commission toplies and other equipment handy to
know
bewhat
conversation
Neor-thof
j
passed
county, v.ni
money and an extension of discounts.
turned its attention to routine ed the court, "is whethor the proceedday
counterfeiters were found there. But
start
to
expects
mining
to make the arrest, j "As it is, I think the moderate liquid- tween them. Theodore Roche, for
what the police relied on to rivet their here last week
in another shaft today and the Cen- matters. One of the cases to come ing shall go on or be suspended. It
to
failed
find
and turned back. ation business has had to go through the government, began his statement
Kopf
case was a bundle of charred countertennial mine is about ready to hoist before the commission is that of "Cy" is the judgment of the court that a
knew Buch- in the last six months had been a of tho case with an assertion that the
he
that
said
today
Kopf
Morgan, who was sold to Cincinnati suspension would not menace the infeit bills under the kitchen sink and
conceded facts in the case were suf- some rock.
as well as he did Fulker
very great advantage and has greatly
bits of many other bills, charred, by urad
Several parades vof strikers were b;' Kansas City when it is alleged his terest of either side, and la view of
who in a statement to the strengthened the business eommuni- - ficient to convict. The defense will
arm was lame and he was utterly un- the fact that the government hesitates
held in the district today, but there
fire, scattered through the four rooms.
conclude its arguments today.
Kan., ty-of Auburn,
work. The price agreed ,011 for with the extradition proceeding until
authorities
prison
After detectives had arrested Muret,
was no disorder. Injunction proceed- fit for
r
Morgan was $10,000, half of which the status of this matter is assured,
implicated Kopf, who has lived here
Prc.essor
was the first of
Sprague
as
a
into
took
material
custody;
the
miners' union
ings brought by
they
I supend it. It is not adjourned, but
has already been paid, '
nine years and is a respected citizen. a number of experts who will be
witness the maid employed at his denagainst Sheriff Cruz of Houghton
ARE
FAMILIES
Is positive that he can prove his heard by the committee
He
and I suggest that either
suspended,
SAFE;
the
during
was
office.
tal
Bertha
She said she
county to restrain him from employside
me within six days when
innocence by an alibi.
notify
next
few
days.
Zech, and protested that she knew
ing outside officers have been indefinare prepared to go on with It,"
they
The
for
national
WHERE
WINDFALL
NICE
ARE
FOR
plans
replacing
HUSBANDS? itely continued by Circuit Judge O'nothing of the crime of which her
Thaw sat with his eyes riveted1 on
bank notes with new treasury notes
Brien on request of the plaintiffs.
employer was suspected. The police, VETERANS TO ENGAGE
court. His lawyers were grinthe
was
criticized adversely by Professor
busy with Muret, had found little time
LONDON Yi'ORitt
He was remanded back to the
TYLOR
AND
ning.
ARE
SHONE
LOST
a
He
advocated
that
Sprgue.
change
to question her this morning, but exof Sheriff Drew of Coos
joint
IN
SOMEWHERE
custody
securiuike
bonds
wcu.J
TOURNEY
MEXICO;
IN
RACING
government
to
from
her
SULZER GETTING READY
pry
during the
pected
who
county,
arrested him after his
DOUBTLESS
as
now
are
PRISONERS
for
those notes,
ity
they
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 16. Governor FINDS LOST NECKLACE AND WILL recent
day whatever she might know confrom Canada, and
deportation
bank
for
national
currency.
Sulzer and his counsel are busy preCLAIM OF REWARD OF
cerning the counterfeiting charges.
United States Marshal Nute. Counsel
The general features of the adminEagle, Pass, Tex, Sept. 16. The paring for the opening of the impeachWith Muret locked up, detectives COLONEL SMITH, AGED 69, CLAIMS
$50,000
for both sides, after talking with the
OF THE
CHAMPIONSHIP
istration bill Professor Sprague ap- families of Thomas Tylor, American, ment trial Thursday. They have given
set about searching his office. There
R.
governor' by telephone, agreed that
G, A,
proved.
Properly managed, he said, and Joseph Shone, Englishman, were no intimation concerning their plans
London, Sept. 16. A workman this the extradition
they found such equipment as a denhearing would not be
at
the new plan would remove most of reported safe today
Mariposa for the defense, but It is understood morning found on a sidewalk practist uses in practicing his profession,
held until Tuesday, September 23.
Mexico.
had
been
and
Thex
Ranch,
the
of
the
defects
16.
are
present system
The
they
a revolver and all kinds of obstetrical
practically completed'.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept.
tically the entire pearl necklace, val- The lawyers then went into confercrop stranded on a desert on western Coa- ued at $650,000, which was stolen on ence to
instruments and several surgical bone Challenge for a fooc race recently is- provide for emergencies and
decide where to hold Thaw
huila while Tylor and Shone were
demands.
L.
moving
sued
K.
Colonel
69,
the
instru
of
Smith,
The
aged
by
July 16 while in transit by mail from meanwhile.
'
finding
forceps.
in
federal
Monclova.
Noth
prisoners
Paris to London.
ments caused the defectives to press of Detroit, Mich,, a Union veteian, has
in front'
street
Crowds
Main
packing
ing has been neara rrom the prison STRIKE VOTE; TO COME
The man was going to work in of the court
with renewed vigor the search for been accepted by Private ivl. Wolf,
cheered Thaw as
building
ers.
ARMY
RAISE
ULSTERSIEN
Highbury, a northern district of Lon- he was driven to a hotel for dinner.
something which might directly con- aged SO, a local Confederate veteian.
nect the dentist with the murder of The race will take place at Chamber-laidon, when he noticed the pearls lyins
AFTERNOON
UP
THIS
Harry K. ThaW, in. the joint custody"
American Under Arrest
field Thursday afternoon. Ac- TO OPPOSE HOME RULE
in a heap. On picking them up he
Anna Aumuller.
of
United Slates Marshal Nute and
N.
El
16
Marcus
Tex.,
Sept.
Paso,
In spite of a strong physical resem- cording to an arrangement made tofound there were 58. He took them the sheriff of Coos
Geddes and Edward J. McCutcheon,
county, arrived
100
is
distance.
the
ANXIOUSLY
TRINIDAD
blance between Muret and Schmidt, day
AWAITS to the nearest police station, where bere
yards
9 o'clock,,
before
today
railroad
are
El
shortly
held
Paso
engineers,
When Colonel Smith issued his chal- SAY THEY
WILL NOT ALLOW
Muret claimed there was no relationDECISION OF THE COAL
they were at once recognized as part for arraignment in the United Suites
inin
to
in
Juarez,
prison
according
of the famous necklace, from which district court
IRISH PROVISIONAL GOVERNMINERS
ship. Inspector Faurot was of differ- lenge he was quoted as claiming the
before Judge Aldrich on
formation given their friends here toveteran championship of the United
ent mind.
MENT TO FALL
one pearl is now missing.
only
a writ of habeas corpus. A carriage
on charges of "armed intervenday,
"The foreheads are the same," he suites for Miy distance. Three other
On September 2, five men, three
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 1C Reports
conveyed Thaw, guards and lawyers
tion in Mexico."
Both men went
Baid.
on
"The eyes are the same. The I nion veterans have announced they
actual
of
the
and two Austriaus, were to the court building, Mr. Jerome
Belfast, Scotland, Sept. 16. Sir Eddelegates
Englishmen
working
east of El Paso yesterday,
hunting
noses are the same. The ears are the will contest for the championship ward Carson, leader of the Irish unionin various coal mines of the arrested when trying to dispose of wfnt to a hotel for a conference wiih
and whether they crossed the line condition
same. If these two men are not broth- honors with Colonel Smith in a three-mil- e ists, landed in Scotland today. The
into Mexico or the Mexican soldiers southern Colorado fields took up the 3ome Of tha pearls in Loudon. They counsel. ,
race. This race also will be run object of his visit, it was said, was
ers, thcjy are at least closely related."
Alter bearing arguments the court
crossed the line Into Texas and took entire morning session of the second are believed by the police to belong
The copper plate from which the Thursday afternoon. These veterans to inspect a volunteer army which them Is not known. No Information day of the convention of the United to a notorious international gana of suspended
proceedings. No Jatc was
thieves.
suprious bills were struck was made, are George W. Howe, aged 70, of Port is being raised in .Ulster to support has come from the hunters, but they Mine Workers.
set for a future Bearing. This was. a,
in the opinion of detectives, by an Huron, Mich.; Colonel H. G. Barnes, the provisional government which is are
Grievances included in these reA reward of $50,000, which was of- victory for Thaw, since the New
missing. An anonymous messenexpert engraver. The maker may have aged 68, Pittsburgh, and William A. to be brought into existence in case ger telephoned' Mrs. Geddes last night ports were laid before the policy com- fered for the return of the jewels, will authorities are anxious to have Hi
the home rule bill becomes a law.
been the priest or the dentist, but de- Heinshon, aged 69, of Cleveland.
that the saw the Mexicans arrest the mittee, which will this afternoon of- probably go to the workman. The writ quashed.
anThe Ulster army is said to be thor- two men. The men were released to fer a draft of formal demands in
A feature of the
tectives believe that it was neither.
necklace, said to be the most valuable
Marsnal Nute and
of the coal miners. Indications in the world, was in transit between were appointed to c
They sought an expert today as an nual encampment of the Grand Army oughly organized and to have attained day.
"Jitas pms- was
the a strength of ahout 100,000 men. This
of the Republic here today
accomplice.
are that the vote on the proposition two dealers when stolen. Rumor in- todians of tho
Stole American Ammunition
The bills were imitations of $20 yel- reunion of veterans who participated number its leaders expect to double
hundred rounds of am- to strike will come up before the con- dicated that it was destined for Mrs.
Forty-fou- r
fo
him
in the battle of Chickamauga.
when recrultng has been completed. munition have been stolen, recently vention late this afternoon.
low backs.
W. K, Yandcrbilt,
ccunsel.
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STYLE

in wearing apparel for men, women and children, combined with the highest possible quality for your money, is the keynote of the popularity of the Rosenwald store every
garment guaranteed in style and quality and each possessing that distinct individuality so much desired in all garments. We will be pltased to have you inspect the new
,
styles, wneiner you wisn to ouy or noi.
NEWEST MILLINERY

Women's Coats, Suits and
Dresses
effects
CThe popular thing in coats is the full length
with the closed collar then there are a number of models more
on the order of novelties, yet not conspicous but very dressy
and desirable these garments must be seen to be appreciated.
Prices range from 15.00 to 45.00.
cut-a-w-

y
effects are also very much in demand in suits
some models reaching nearly to the knee in the back and cut
away quite to the waist line in front Mandarin sleeves are

The

cut-a-wa-

much in evidence and are proving strong favorites.
Among other makes, we are showing a beautiful line of the
famous "Wooltex" suits, which are positively guaranteed for
two seasons. Prices 12.50 to 50.00.
Dresses, both Silk and Wool are especially attractive this
season and come in such a variety of styles it is difficult to name
the popular style features, though the draped effects and
are very strong. Prices 7.50 to 45.00.

NEWEST HANDBAGS

ULTRA SHOES FOR

The new styles in millinery
were never more attractive
and more generally becoming
than this season. We are
showing a beautiful variety of
the season's best styles, including the famous GAGE
Hats, which we would be
pleased to have you see and
try on. Prices 1.75 to 15.00

WOMEN
with our own "specials" offers an
unequaled variety of styles including all the most desirable models of
the season. These we carry in all
widths from "A" to "E" and all
sizes.
All the popular leathers and velvet
are well represented in neat and
The values posidressy models
tively are the best for the money.
Prices $2.50 to $5.50.

'.

Men's Overcoats, Suits and

All the newest and best shapes in
Leather, Velvet and Moire Bags aie
now on display you'll find many
styles to interest you from the plain
leather bag up to the finest Moire
and Leather novelties. Price $3.50
to $10.00.

'Frankel' suits and overcoats offer the best possible value for your money-m- ade
along the newest style lines from pure wool fabrics, by the best tailors
to be had, they possess all the style and quality possible in any garment.
They look well, wear well and keep their shape to the last We are showing
an excellent variety of patterns from which to choose. Every garment unconditionally guaranteed to give satisfactory service. Prices $15.00 and $20.00

We are showing the popular"Kew-pie- "
dolls in different sizes also
"Kewpie" designs in Royal Society
stamped patterns in good variety.

SHIRTS AND UNDERWEAR
We are showing a full and complete line of Wilson Bros, shirts and underwear. These garments reach the highest perfection of the manufacturers'
skill and come in such a variety of styles and qualities that all may be suited

7

MEN'S NEWEST NECKWEAR
We are'seowing a beautiful line of new neckwear in all the most desirable
is the latest craze and comes in a
conciets. The new Velour
large variety of styles. See these novelties.

Pe-pln-

gtailu CDptic
lje ESTABLISHED
1879.

of these is considered a success unless there be reversion to the distinctly primitive, to the wild west 6how,
to the bulldogging and roping of

steers and to sudden busting and rid
ing of outlaw brones,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Such things are hopelessly passe.
(Incorporated.)
Often they are cruel. Certainly they
are not educational. No one, not even
EDITOR the rancher, rides a horse nowadays.
. M. PADGETT
The crowding years have brought
changes, wherefore the shows should
be changed. Instead of bursting bron
chos, the program shou'd indued:
How to crank a car when the clutch
Entered at the pos;.offlce at East is in and escape.
New Mexico, for transLas
How to dally with the transmission
mission through the United States while wearing a boiled shirt and duck
trousers.
aialla is second class matter.
How to get back from 20 miles
southwest of nowhere with a despondTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tire.
ent carburetor and a
Dally, by Carrier
How to jump in the opposite direc
far Copy
machine displays an
io tion when the
one week
scratch
its back on the
to
inclination
65
One Month
boulders of a ravine.
$7.50
one Year
As for the steer roping and
Daily, by Mail '
it would be far more sensiJ6.00
One Year
to demonstrate:
and
ble
profitable
3.00
tU .Months
How to bullyrag a butcher into sellchunk of steer for 35
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cents.
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How to rope the necessary dollar
GROWER
$2.00 wherewith to purchase a
One Year
How to cook a piece of steel wire
1.00
Six Months
neck until it masticates like a cut of
superior hindquarter.
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip
How to give to your present $25 a
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the purchasing power
week
Remit Uy draft, check or money o it possessed 15 years ago.
der. If cent otherwise we will not
These are the things worth while,
be responsible for loss.
and the west, toward which the star
of empire takes its way, cannot afSpecimen copies free on
ford to hold back. It should be first,
not last, to embark on this needed
AT educational campaign. Denver Times.
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Miss Amy Lowell, a sister of Presi
largest daily and weekly circulation dent Lowell of Harvard college and
of any newspaper in northern New a well known
poetess in her own
Mexico.
on
the old home shores
right, landed
the other day all primed with arguments defending her course In smokTELEPHONES
Main 2 ing cigars "on the way over," says
Business Office
Main 9 the Kansas City Journal.
News Department . . .
"I am a suffragist on general prin
she declared, "and I firmly
ciples,"
SEPTEMBER 16, 1913.
TT'ESDAY,
women have all the
believe that
or men. The men
duties
and
rights
IXEV. MB. ANDERSON
were all smoking and I would be
false to my theories if I did not do
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
so, merely to observe tbe convenFirst Methodist church, of this city, tions."
has been assigned to another year's
This is manifestly an extreme view,
service in Las Vegas, The people of one so
silly that It must be challenged
Las Vegas in general, as well as the for Its very silliness rather than for
members of the Methodist church in any Important bearing it has on the
particular, will join in voicing their relative rights and duties of the sexes.
gratification at the action of the pre- While few women adopt this extravasiding bishop in returning Mr. Ander gant view, there are some who honestsen here.
ly believe that suffrage w.eans a genMr. Anderson 13 an admirable pastor eral letting down of the "bars" and
and an admirable citizen. lie is a excuses conduct universally looked
stanch defender of the Christian faith upon as in bad taste if not actually
and the doctrines of Methodism, but unwomanly. Entirely apart from the
of view merits of the suffragist propaganda,
of a breadth
is possess?
which enables him to Bee and appre nothing could be clearer than that it
ciate the good in Other faiths and does not make suffrage womanly for
other denominations. He Is ever to be its advocates to be unwomanly. It
found working for the betterment of grants no legitimate license to do one
Las Vegas. This town is glad to wel thing that men do simply because it
confers upon them the right to do ancome him back borne.
'
other.
o
There are many men who .regard
THE NEW Kit A
smoking as a bad habit, one which
is expensive and injurious to the
It must be admitted, even by thlse health. It is a "man's habit," at any
who read1 as they run, that the west rate, so far as Americans and1 persometimes trails far behind the times. haps English people are concerned.
Country fairs and town celebnflons The f"ft remains th;t as a general
are tbe order cf the day, and uone proposition th-- i women who have
."
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adopted the habit belong to classes
distinctly opposed to suffrage. It Is
therefore only an absurd distortion of
the most elemental reasoning to arInvolves the
gue that suffragism
adoption of habits which are recog
nized as masculine weaknesses, if not
devotees of
vices, and the women
which are for the most part hostile
to suffrage as a principle. No propaganda can invest with the quality of
good taste a habit which the overwhelming majority of women regard
as unwomanly and
from
every point of view. If suffragism
has any merit at all, it makes women
better women and better citizens, not
merely more man-like- ,
especially in
the matter of personal habits that are
open to question.

MEXICOOBSERVES
NDEPENDENCE
DAY
PROVISIONAL

SETS

PRESIDENT

FESTIVITIES

GOING

BY

RINGING BELL
n
City of Mexico, Sept. 16
as is this republic there was no
appreciable diminution in the crowd
that assembled in the Zocalo last
night to hear Provisional President
Victoriano Huerta cry "Viva Mexico"
and ring the liberty bell. The cere
mony, known as the "Grito of Hidalgo," ushers in the annual celebration of the Mexican independence day.
It was on September 15, 1810, that
the patriot priest, Padre Hidalgo, began the revolution which resulted in
the overthrow of the Spanish power
in Mexico.
During the preceding
year the revolutionary spirit was rife
throughout the country. Many
War-ridde-

o

RETIRED BUT STILL BUSY
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 16. James J.
Hill, the last of the comparatively
few men in America who are credited
with having earned the title of railroad kings, celebrated his seventy-fiftbirthday anniversary today. Mr.
Hill was born in Guelph, Ontario,
September 16, 1838. A year ago last
h

July he announced his retirement,
having completed 33 years in act've
railroading in the northwest He had
concluded to take a rest, he said, and
in a valedictory he reviewed the
growth and progress of the Great
Northern railroad and declared the
time had arrived to place the com
mand of the road's forces in younger
hands. After announcing his retirement Mr. Hill went on his annual
fishing trip to. the St. John river. This
summer he has again been catching
salmon in Canada. But the year that
elapsed between these fishing trips
was not one of vacation and relaxa
tion. Mr. Hill's activities during the
12 months or more that have passed
since his retirement hae ' been varied
enough to tax the energies of a man
of half his years. Last hummer Mr.
Hill bought two banks in St. Paul,
merged them, and also acquired control of the Northwestern Trust company. He is no longer chairman of
the board of directors of the ' Great
Northern, it is true, but it may be
said that he still keeps in closest
touch with every detail of the workings of that system. Not a cent is
spent but he knows the reason for
the outlay. Not an earnings statement
but Is scanned and analyzed by the
master mind.
Seventy-fiv- e
years
young, Mr. Hill may not be chairman
of directors, but he is chairman of
the Great Northern system none the
less.
INDIANA M. E. CONrERENCE
Rushville, Ind., Sept. 16. Clerical
and lay delegates in large numbers
have gathered here for the eighty-seconannual session of the Indiana
conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church. Today was devoted to the
reception of the visitors and the
transaction of preliminary business.
The regular sessions willhegin tomorrow and continue until next Tuesday.
Bishop W. F. Anderson of Cincinnati
is here to preside over the conference.
d

to perfect an organization that
might contend with the Spanish pow-e- .
were made, but they uniformly
ended by the execution or all the leaders in the plots.
Hidalgo was one of tbe leaders of
an undiscovered plan and it was intended, as in other cases, to perfect
organization before striking the first
blow. Word came to Hidalgo that the
plot had been discovered and the
troops were even then on the way to

arrest

him.

Then it was, so the story goes, that
Hidalgo rang the bell of his little
church in the town of Dolores and
summoned the band of patriots about
him. A mass was said nnd he announced that the time had come for
action. About 300 men, poorly armed and with virtually no equipment of
war, responded, and the march on the
city of Guanajuato was commenced.
As the motley band of insurgents
passed the church at Atotonilco Hidalgo took the banner illustrating the appearance of the Holy Virgin at Guadalupe and raised it as the battle flag
of the war of Independence.
But while Hidalgo and his compatriots were fearless, they were not
soldiers nor skilled in the art of war.
After
success
achieving wonderful
and with a constantly increasing army
he had reached almost In sight of the
City of Mxico, when the tide turned.
His army was dispersed and he fled
northward toward Chihuahua where he
and his chief lieutenants were captured. They were promptly executed and
their heads placed on spikes at the
four corners of the prison as a warnrevolutions. Other
ing the other
leaders arose, and Mexico continued
in a state of upheaval and unrest for
70 years, until the soldier and statesman, Porfirio Diaz, was elected to
the presidency.
Thus, briefly sketched, was the beginning of Mexican independence, and
this Is the reason that September 16
is celebrated throughout the republic

FORT WORTH'S NEW AUDITORIUM
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 16. Invited of Mexico.
guests from many parts of the state
The beginning of the annual celewere present this afternoon at the bration last night was marked with
laying of the cornerstone for the mag all of the customary enthusiasm. In
nificent new auditorium and office the great square where their forebuilding hat Is being erected by the fathers lifted their eves t the top
Fort Worth chamber' of commerce. of the teocalll to see the throbbing
The ceremonies of the day were con- heart that the- - priest cleft from the
ducted under the joint auspices of the bosom of a fair prisoner, the peones,
four Masonic lodges of Fort Worth.
jammed a hundred thousand strong,

gazed on the clanging bell that Hidalgo used 103 years ago. The poorer
classes occupied all the central part
of the square. Directly in front of

the national palace, the municipal palace and the cathedral, the three great
piles which bound three sides of the
Zocalo, chairs were placed for the
better classes. The numerous windows and balconies of the edifices
mentioned were reserved for invited
guests.
From dark the crowd was entertained with fireworks, while half a
dozen picked military bands, playing
alternately, never allowed, the music
to cease for more than an instant.
Five flnutes before the hands of the
great clock over the palace indicated
the hour of 11 the bands stopped.
There was a hush that only empha
sized the burst of applause that greeted General Huerta when he appeared
on the brilliantly lignted central balcony of the palace. As he took hold
of the gilded cord that reached up to
the historic bell, the crowd again was
stilled. With the first clang of the
hour the time honored "grito" was
delivered by the executive. Then the
massed bands burst into the national
hymn, accompanied by a chorus of a
thousand voices. For nearly an hour
the provisional president was cheered.
In the excitement of the occasion there
were many "mueras" for
"Americanos"' and many "vivas" for Don
Victoriano.
Today the celebration of the national independence day was continued with unabated enthusiasm.
The
decorations of business houses and
residences were on a more elaborate
scale than ever before. The grand
civic and military parade this afternoon numbered thousands of march
ers. It was several hours in passing
the stand, whence it was reviewed by
General Huerta, the officers of the
cabinet, members of the senate and
chamber of deputies, high officers of
the army, and many prominent
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MEET IN ST.

JOSEPH
GATHER SEPOFFICIALS WILL
TEMBER 30 FOR CONSIDERING. DAMAGE REDUCTION ,
Topeka, Kas., Sept. 16. Officials of
the Santa Fe railway, representing the
operating, traffic and freight claim
departments, will assemme in St Joseph, Mo,, September 30, for the semiannual meeting called to make plans
to further reduce the number of
claims growing out of the loss of and
damage to freight and baggage shipments. The meeting wi'l last four or
five days, and the attendance will be
about 200. F, A. Lehman of Chicago,
assistant to Vice President Storey, is,
chairman of the general loss and damage committee; F. C. Maegly of Chicago, assistant general freight agent,
Is secretary. The Topeka members of
the general committee are R. J. Parker, general superintendent; J. C. Burnett, assistant general freight agent;
H. C. Pribble, freight claim auditor;
H. H. Germain, chief
of special
agents; ,T. F. Jarrell, publicity agent,
and C. N, Swanson, superintendent of
the car department of the shops.
The Santa Fe lately Inaugurated a
nation wide campaign for the reduction to the minimum of freight los3
and damage, and the results to date
have been satisfactory. Shippers are
with the carriers by giving more care to the preparation of
for transportation, and
packages
freight handlers In warehouses and
depots have been given expert instruction in the work of loading and
unloading freight. In other words,
the modern freight handler is inter
ested in seeing how carefully and
safely he can dispose of a package,
(

instead of, according to ancient fiction, seeing "how far he can throw
it, and into how many pieces he can
smash it."
Manufacturers of containers also
are
with tile railroads
with, a view of turning out shipping
cases that will best stand the wear
tear and jolt of a freight train journey. All these efforts combined give
railroad men the hope that the time
is not far distant when the loss and
damage item practically will be

Friends Expected Her to Die
"I sincerely believe my life was
saved in the Fail of 1910 by using
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
'I was
Bootn, Tonawanda, N. Y.
taken with diarrhoea followed by an
attack of acute indigestion. Power of
the pen fails to portray the agonies I
endured. My friends expected me to
die as I had been unable to get relief
for so long a time. This remedy went
directly to the seat of the trouble and
cured me in a few hours time." For
sale by all dealers.
Adv.
SPIRITUALISTS ARE

IN CHICAGO

Followers of
spiritualism, among them a number
of mediums of wide reputation, rounded up in Chicago today for the twenty-first
annual convention of the National Spiritualists' association. The
convention sessions will continue until the end of the week.
Chicago,

16.

Sept.

How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result

fatally before medicme can be obtained or a physician summoned.
It
is easily cured when the proper remedy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of ML Collins, N. Y., says: "When my
husband had cholera morbus last summer he used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
It cured him promptly." Every family should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a' quarter. For sale by
all dealers.
Adv.
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Summarizing the whole state, the
consideration. Both the grantor and
state that the 1913 assessif" possible the railroads
seen
and
were
grantee
actual cash involved was ascertained. ment on, land should be increased 96.1
was per cent, and on lots 46.2 per cent to
If possible this consideration
of full value call- verified by an affidavit either by the 'equal the
A
TOO grantee or the grantor.
law.
tax
ed for by the
'
Looking Over Road
The realty transfers in which the '
With a view to Inspecting the first
actual consideration could not be asGAIN
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certained, and they were not very few miles out; of, Santa Fe of the road
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had in their possession hundreds
roads, acting jointly, and
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the figures as prepared by the rail- items in which New Mexico property
ed, work on it being delayed because
travelroads has been furnished the
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at which this land
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facts about the taxation situation
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result
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before
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true
undoubtedly
of
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and
the state,
out the percentage
question in. New Mexico than anything
sooner or later In a more equitable the assessed value represented. The tions for state aid in building school else that, could be prepared. In generhouses from school districts Nos. 2, 5,
taxation throughout the state.
results were astonishing.
al, let it be said, that the increase in
con- 21, 34 and 36 in Santa Fe. county, disof
the
Last year, when property was supsummary
valuation over 1912 is over $11,000,- Their general
taxation at dition in the state, however, is given trict No. 7 in Curry county, and dis- 000, as compared with an increase of
posed to be rendered for
trict No. 69 in Union county, with 1912 over 1911 of about $13,000,000.
half its real value, the railroads be- below:
more arriving in every mail.
trans622
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state
equalization
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there
fore
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paying fers involving New Mexico land
Spanish Laws
and that is that the entire increase Is
contended that they
The Laws of 1913 in Spanish have found in the valuation fixed by the
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Oklahoma for Arthur Nesbit, alleged the county assessors. The only inand this assessment, that is the
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be paid,
year
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roads were satisfied that they
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state, according to the tax rolls as
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and they pointed their
actual vale as fixed by its sale this
they now are, without corrections
valuing this to the board.
made necessary by reason of appeals,
year. Under the new law, tax
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IF
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Every road in the state contributed ations are suposed to be 33
The valuation in
etc., is $84,086,518.
its pro rata, it is said, and expert ac- cent of the real value, whereas in
1912 was $72,457,454.
The amount of
countants were put in every county in those 581 transfers, taxes are paid on
CASCARETS increase of 1913 over 1912 is $11,629,-064- ,
BILIOUS,
the state with the exception of Socor- but 17 per cent.
while the amount of increase of
ro county, and four or five spent sev1912 over 1911 was $13,208,573.
In town lot property, 511 transfers
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eral weeks in the office of the travel- were located in which the considera- FOR
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HEADACHE,
The totals of the subjects fixed by
STOMACH, SLUGGISH LIVER
ing auditor here, getting up the data tion was ascertained, and the property
the state board shows an increase of
AND BOWELS.
$3,345,950, or 3.04 per cent, while the
they wanted. After they had gather- found on the tax rolls. These transed all this data, they required several fers involved $600,037, yet they were
assessed valuation on the subjects asbox.
weeks to get It In shape, but this was returned for taxation in 1912 at only
Get a
sessed by the assessors shows a net
Take a Cascaret tonight to cleans9 decrease of $5,016,126, or " 11.67 per
finally done and the traveling auditor $143,371, or 23.9 per cent, at a time
has just received a copy of the com- when assessments were supposed to your liver, stomach and bowels, and cent. Including exemptions which
pilation.
you will surely feel great by mominjr, this year, under the new law, are
be made on a SO per cent basis.
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Vegetable Compound has cer-- was not on the tax rolls at all. The ESTRADA TO LEAVE HOSPITAL 1913 over 1912. The only increase is
1 tamly done me a lot
i
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girl and always
that if I ever had fe- to ascertain, no taxes whatever were tion of the people of that republic,! Horses, returned for taxation, in
in
male trouble I would
It Is will be dismissed from the hospital creased during the year 20,317 and
paid on the property involved.
take it.
valuabut
the
the
value
average
$61,560,
unless
surgeon
tomorrow,
here
"I suffered from stated that a cursory examination of who removed his appendix two weeks tion per head decreased $3.37.
organic inflamma- the rolls did not satisfy the railroad ago should sea reason to change his Mules increased in number in 1913
tion and would have men in looking for this property, but
General Estrada, still a over 1912, 390 head, but the total
spells when I would they looked for it under the name of prediction.
Is the possessor of an assessed valuation decreased $52,596,
man;
be in such pain that
the grantor, under the name of the young
constitution and is recover- o- - $5.49 a head.
excellent
I would tear my
the nexamined the de
clothes. One day my husband got the grantee, and
Cattle increased on the tax rolls being rapidly, despite his recent attack
of lands, and were unable
was
matter
scriptions
the
in
what
see
to
tween 1912 and 1913, 184,374 head.
neighbors
of malarial fever.
but they could not help me. My first to locate 325 different transfers as
The taxable valuation Increased $1,670,-0Gthought was for Lydia E. Pinkham's mentioned above.
hut the average value per head
Vegetable Compound and I sent my husIn 1913. 332 transfers were found in
decreased 88 cents.
band out for it and took it until I was en- which
the consideration totaled $553,-78Sheep increased in number on the
tirely cured. I am a woman of perfect
searching the tax rolls min
yet
taxrolls In the year, 230,279 and inhealth and my health and happiness
came from Lydia E. Pinkham's medi- utely failed to reveal any record of the
MAKES
KEEPS
creased in value $126,150, but decine. You may rest assured that I do property Involved in these 332 trans
creased in value per head 14 cents.
YOU
V
YOU
all I can to recommend your wonderful fers being returned for taxation.
GoatB increased in number 45,493
WELL
WELL
medicine to my friends. " Mrs. Fred
The railroad experts also found that
in value $49,099, but the taxable
and
Stone, Route No. 3, Malone, N. Y.
Duffy's Pure Malt Yhlskcy
transfers in 1912 involving a total of
value per head decreased 7 cents.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's 85.0S3 acres of
stimulates, strengthens and susincreased in number 4,800 and
land, brought an aver
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
tains the system; builds and in Hogs
aver
The
acre.
of
$20.50
per
value $13,661, and decreased in
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be age price
braces both body and brain.
value per head 11 cents
used with perfect confidence by women age value at which this same land was
Recommended by thousands as
acre.
was
$3.33 per
returned
who suffer from
Burros increased in number during
NATURE'S GREATEST REMEDY
irregularities,
Transfers in 1913 amounted to
the year, that Is on the tax rolls, 259
Gat It and Get Right
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow- n
acres, and the average price per
head, and in valuation ?3,971. The
Sold by most druggists, grocers, dealers,
feeling,flatulency,indigestion, dizziness, acre was $9.94. The average valuation
average value of a burro, also increasfi.00 a large bottle. Medical booklet and
or nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pinkfree
was
on
advice
acre
doctor's
gent
taxation
application.
for
ed 57 cents per head, the only item In
per
returned
stanham's Vegetable Compound is the
The Duffy Malt Whi.ltey Co., Rochester, N.Y.
the category of live stock that was
dard remedy for female ills.
$1.68.
j
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assessed for a greater value per head
in 1913 than in 1912.
The big surprise of the whole abstract is found In the bank assessments. In 1912 they were assessed
on a 50 per cent basis and supposedly
paid taxes on that valuation. Under
the new law they were assessed on
a 33
per cent basis, yet the banks
show an increase ror me year of
$353,738 in taxable valuation, and
there were not over three or four
banks established in the year, so that
could not account for the increase. Jn
the office of the traveling auditor this
increase is accounted for by reason
of the fact that under the new law the
state board fixes the valuation. The
valuation of every hank in the state is
on record in, the traveling auditor's
office, so that the state board gathered the values from this record, dividvaled it by three, to get the
uation on which taxes should be paid
and certified it to the assessors. So
that the 1913 valuation is correct to a
cent. It is said that in the 1912 assessment when banks were supposed
to pay on a valuation of 50 per cent,
that a number only returned the capital stock, and did not give in for taxation the surplus and tindlvided profits.
The automobile valuation also showed a big increase, but this iB no surprise. The number is not given, but
in 1912- - the valuation of the automobiles returned for taxation was
.while in 1913 this valuation is
$112,722. This is supposed to be on
of the total value.
the basis of
This would make the total value of
the autos of the state over $336,000.
As the secretary of state nas licensed
close to 1,800 automobiles in the state
this gives an average value of an automobile in New Mexico as $187.
These figures are taken from the
face of the county tax rolls as sent in
by the various county assessors.
There are scores of appeals before
the board on which a decision must
b3 made. Some of these appeals in
volve comparatively small amounts,
whi'e others run into the millions, so
that it is hard to say just what the
completed totals will be, r what relation they will bear to the figures
given above.
The procedure before the board
from now on is the decision on all
appeals, notification of the county col
lectors of the changes made as a re
sult of the appeal, if any change is
made, the returning of the tax rolls
to the different counties for correc
tion, after correction the rolls must
be returned to the traveling auditor's
office, and he must then certify to
each county treasurer the correct as
sessment of every tax payer in each
and every county. This information
must also be certified to the state
aiiditor. From these totals the state
and county levies will he made. It
will be seen that this work will have
to be hurried because of the fact that
taxes for the first half of 1913 become delinquent on December 1, and
until all the above is complied with,
the county officials and the auditor of
the state will be unable to determine
the amount of taxes due.
3
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AMERICANS WED ABROAD
New
York, Sept. 16; A dispatch

from London says that the wedding of
Miss May Van Alen anr uriswold A.
Thompson, both of whom, are prominent in society in New York and
Newport, takes place today in Surrey,
where Miss Van Alen has been staying for some time. The bride is the
daughter of James J. Van Alen, who
for years has spent most of his time
of
in England, and a graddaughter
the late Mrs. Astor. She is also a
niece of Mrs. Orme Wilson and of
Mrs. Ogilvy Haig. Vincent Astor is
her cousin. She has for several years
spent most of her time in England
with her father, and while in Newport
has presided over Wakehurst, her
father's villa there. Mr. Thompson,
the bridegroom, has also lived much
in Europe, but for several years has
lived in New York. He is a bond
broker and resides In East Sixtieth
street. He is well known in Newport,
where he has visited frequently during the summer.

GIRLS! GIRLS! THY IT
BEAUTIFYJfOUR

HAIR

MAKE IT THICK, GLOSSY, WAVY,
LUXURIANT AND REMOVE
ALL DANDRUFF
Your hair becomes light, wavy,
fluffy, abundant and appears as soft,
lustrous and beautiful as a young

girl's after a. "Danderine hair cleanse."
Just try this moisten a cloth with
a little Danderine and carefully draw
it through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive
oil and in just a few moments you
have doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
ba after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist or toilet counter, and just try it.
Adv.

FIRE INSURANCE MEETING
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 16. A large
attendance marked the opening here
today of the eighteenth annual convention of the National Association of
Mutual Fire Insurance companies.
President W. E. Straub of Lincoln,
Neb., called the gathering to order,
Uniform laws and national legislation
relating to the control of insurance
companies are the principal topics
scheduled for discussion.

CATRON
A

OFFE

HIGHWAY

BILL
ASKS APPROPRIATION OF $175,000
FOR COMPLETION OF SCENIC
ROAD TO SANTA FE

United States Senator Thomas B.
Catron of Santa Fe has introduced a
bill In the senate asking congress for
an appropriation of $175,000 to build
a road through the Pecos national for
est, completing the scenic route be
tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
The bill is as follows:
Be it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United
States of America in congress assembled, that the sum of $1.75,000 be,
and the same is hereby, appropriated,
out of any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to be expended under the direction of the secretary
of agriculture, in the construction of
a public highway between the eastern
and western boundaries of the Peco3
national forest, in the state of New
Mexico, connecting with and thereby
completing the public highway known
as the "Scenic route" between the incorporated cities of Santa Fe and Las
Vegas; and the secretary of agriculture is hereby authorized to
with the officials of the state of New
Mexico in the
construction of the
aforesaid highway.
THE LATEST FASHION NOTK
oays: 'it is a wise precauuou
against getting holes in delicate hosie
ry to powder the shoes before putting
them on." Many people sprinkle the
Allen's
famous antiseptic
powder,
Foot-EasInto the shoes, and find
that it saves Its cost ten times over
in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction rind consequent
smarting and aching of the feet.
Adv.
BAPTISTS AT GRAND FORKS
Grand' Forks N. D., Sept. 16. The
annual convention of the North. Dakota Baptist association assembled
here today and was opened this afternoon with a meeting of the Baptist
ministerial union. Rev. A. E. Person of Fargo presided and Rev.
Halliwell preached the annual sen: on.
The cessions of the convention tvo-- v
will begin tomorrow morning an t
until Friday.

e

The healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
nrit rfiinHmfprt in jut other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you Is an inferior article. Re-fiiao t nareent It fnr It nan not. nroduce
the healing and soothing effect of Fo
ley s Honey and Tar compound, insist upon the genuine, which contains
no oDiates.
O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Adenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession
of colds in babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child.
The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
MANUFACTURERS IN HALIFAX
careful parents. Quickly and thorN. S., Sept. 16. Halifax excure all colds and throat irri
Halifax,
oughly
Facing a Serious Proposition
tations
use
the
of
welcome today to the
tended
Honey
a
by
Foley's
hearty
The man or woman who has kidney and
and adenoids will many distinguished visitors assembled
trouble is facing a serious proposition, not Tar Compound,
O. G. Schaefer and Red
here from all parts of the Dominion
where grave complications readily fol- Crossdevelop. Store. Adv.
Drug
low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
for the annual convention of the Canaan honest curative medicine that once
Manufacturers' Association. The
dian
taken into your system mean restored MONTANA MASONS AT HELENA
will continue several days
sessions
G.
Schaefer
health and strength. O.
Helena, Mont., Sept. 16. A week
devoted to the considera
will
be
and
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
of interest and activity in Masonic
wide
a
of
tion
variety of questions of
circles was ushered in here today
industrial world. C.
ENID HAS A BIRTHDAY
with the opening of the annual grand importance to the
Is slated for
of
B.
Montreal,
Borden,
Enid, Okla., Sept. 16. Today was chapter session of the Royal Arch
in
the twentieth anniversary of the open- Masons. The grand lodge of the Ma election to the presidency. Much
In the convention
manifested
is
terest
ing of the Cherokee Strip and the sons of Montana will follow tomorrow
will be held at the
birth of Enid. In accordance with a and on Friday and Saturday the grand banquet which
Hotel
Halifax
evening. Hon.
Thursday
yearly custom the anniversary was lodge of the Order of the Eastern
Dominion
the
L.
preRobert
Borden,
celebrated here with an
pro- Star will meet in annual
conclave.
and Hon. G. H Murry, premier
mier,
hundreds
which
of
festivities
in
members
Prominent
of
the
gram
fraternity
will be among the
of visitors participated.
from all over the state are here for of Nova Scotia,
speakers.
the gathering.
all-da- y

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid
neys allow uric acid poisons to remain in the blood and rheumatic
Natural
is
A Wonderful Remedy That a
pains swollen and achlnsr joints fol
Tension.
Aid and Relieves the
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
Mother's Friend, a famous external
Is the only one known that Is able to will positively and permanently build
teach all tbe different parts Involved. It up the kidneys, restore their normal

The Jay Of
Ceniiag llothsrfeocd

rem-ecl- y,

mm

alter the formula of a noted family doctor, and lubricates every muscle, nerve, tisane or tendon
affected, "it govs directly to the strained
portions and gently but surely relieves all
tendency to soreness or strain.
By Its daily use there will be no pain, no
distress, no nausea, no danger of laceration,
or other accident, and the period will be one
of supreme comfort and joyful anticipation.
To all young women Mot tier's Friend is
one of the greatest of all helpful Influences,
for It robs childbirth of all lis acuities and
dangers, dispels all the doubt and dread,
all sense of fear, and thus enables the mind
and bodv to await the greatest event in a
gladness.
woman's life with untrammeled
Mother's Friend Is a most cherished
remedy in thousands of homes, and is of
such peculiar merit and value as to make It
essentially one to lie recommended by ail
women.
You will find It on sale at all drn stores
at $1.00 a bottle, or the druggist will gladly
get it for you if you insist upon It. Mother's Friend Is prepared only by the Hraii-flel- d
Regulator Co., 137 Lamar Bids., Atlanta, (Sa., who will send you by mall,
sealed, a very Instructive hook to expectant
Writs ton it
mothers.
Is

a penetrating application

SEVERE

PDIIISOIT

Of Mrs. Ckppeil, of Five Years'
Standing, Relieved

ly CardsL

action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of the blood and hody. Try them
Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross t)rug
of this town, says: "I sutfered tor
Store. Adv.
live years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
ALBERTA
LEGISLATURE
MEETS
I tried most
kind of medicine,
Edmonton, Alberta, Sept. 16. "With but none did meevery
any
good.
the usual ceremonies the session of
I read one day about Cardui, the wothe Alberta legislature was formally man's tonic, and i decided to try it. I
not taken but about six bottles until
opened this afternoon by Lieutenant had
i was almost cured. It did me more
Governor Bulyea. It is expected the
good than all the other medicines 1 had
session will be short. In addition, to tried, put together.
the estimates and the usual routine
My friends began asking me why I
business the lawmakers probably will looked so well, and 1 told 'them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
give their attention to the
you, lady reader, suffer from rny
elevator question, and the Alberta of Do
the ailments due to womanly treisMe,
and great, waterways matter.
such as headache, backache, skieicM,
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly Uti
C.
Vfutsoe, of Fresno, California, feeling?
If so, let us urge you fo Rive Car-Ju' ted the correct treatment for
a
has
trial. We feci confident it will help you,
ihe. He says: "I have used just as it has a million other women
siek"ho
in
Chamberlain's Tablets for sick head- the past half century.
ache and constipation for the past
Benin taU,-Cardui lo-- i"
.
'
two years. I have never found any won't regret u. A. I u
Writ tvr
n Ci
I '
preparation so satisfactory la every
Advisory DeDt ,
wnur
. t
it
(
respect for this trouble." For sale by Instructions on Yrt i.na
ca
a
,
k
all dealers.
Adv. Treatment for Vioi.sn, ,n t . .j
t
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WHAT PAT DOUGHERTY
SAW IN THE Y. M. C. A.
FORMER CITY EDITOR

OF HOUSTON

INSTITUTION'S ACTIVITIES

POST DESCRIBES

IN THAT CITY

large affairs had gathered for their
weekly conference to discuss the financial side of the Y. M. C. A. There
are 14 directors in addition to the
general secretary. All save three
were on hand promptly at 12:30. One
of the directors was out of the
city
another was serving on a jury, while
another was sick. That was the sole
reason why there was not a full attendance. Those men were facing
the financial problems, for the institution is not
any more
than is the college. It never has
been and never will. It would be a rich
man's club if it was.
Those men, every one of whom had
men digging deep in his own Jeans,
were there looking over the names of
men in Houston who are able to dig,
and they were preparing to go after
them and show them why they should

SEPTEMBER

held, the average
attendance has
been above 80 per cent. That speaks

for itself.
The boys' department is something
in the nature of a Y. M. C. A. in miniature. They have what is termed a
boys' cabinet, a sort of back of the
scenes arrangement.
Picked
boys
form this cabinet and they are the
masters of the situation. "It is 1'ka
this," said the secretary, "when it
comes to discipline the boy Is the
real disciplinarian. He knows when
a boy is on the square, and he knows
just what it takes to make boys be
on the square."
All this Y. M. C. A. work points to
but one thing
Youn?
men and boys and elders as well, are
drilled to make their bodies sound,
their minds strong and their hearts
warm. Their capacity for work is en
larged, they are taught the lessons
and put through the actions that will
make them vigorous and healthy.
Their brain as well as their muscles
is developed; their vision is enlarged.
A glow of life that is real life is the
result and if a man is possessed of
these he will surely be religious. He
finds the joy of living and aiding oth
ers to livu.
And It doesn't make any difference
whether he is a high sa!ried man in
some large corporation, a salesman at
the staple counter, a tradesman In the
shop, a fireman or brakeman on the
road he is a Y. M. C. A. mav. And
all Y. M. C. A. men meet as equals
no matter where
they meet. They
call each other Bill and Tom and Jim.
What does all this cost? The an
nual operating expense is $39,3S0. The
are
receipts from the membership
The reecipts from dormilo
$13,175.
ries are $13,705.
This means that $7,500 mi'st be
made up in subscriptions. And these
subscriptions must be mot by the men
of Houston who have the money by
the men of Houston who are reaping
the benefit from the work of th?. Y.

I bad some very decided opinions positions of the lines and their word..
,
concerning the Young Men's Chris- ing. f
1 was
at home here, for I know
I felt friendly to
tian Association.
and
the Institution, because believed it something about
about Caslon
and
was performing a good work for!
young men who are away from home. and Roman, Italio and Gothic; upper
I felt that it was a place where young case and lower case. I, was amazed
men, if they would go there, would that boys so small were so well inbe away from influences that are bad. formed."" Boys so small shouldn't
There are a great many people who know so much as a printer's devil.
Then I made a trip to the handball
look upon it as a rich man's club.
I knew that it was a much better gallery. Two young men were, in a
'
of the
place than a saloon for young men heated Contest- The
ilgi
I
was
wall
the
rubber
out one of the men who
little
against
I
.singled
that
felt
to spend their fime, but
is a game in is the heaviest giver of them all and
Now
there
if
music.
was
like
much
association
the
joining
the world that is a test of endurance asked him what he got out of his
going to the mourner's bench.
and skill of eye and hand and feet giving.
assomen
the
of
I felt that young
It is ' handball. It is real sport, is
in
to
remain
"j get a great deal more out of it
order
in
good
ciation,
this
game, and if there is anything than I give," was his quick answer.
standing, must affect piety a sort of
Is
They find after they have struggled
effeminacy that they must pose as of the effeminate about a man he
in the game of frenzied finance, that
respectable young men whether they not going to tackle it.
Monday evening I took lunch in the in order to win the game they mus
were really respectable or not.
The idea that there was anything grill room. I had lingered about the give their dollars back to man--th- at
robust and strong about the Young reading room and the game room for In reality there is but ona genuine
never sometime, and had mingled with the occupation in this yorld, and that is
Men's
Christian Association
entered my head. I knew, of course, boys and men who were reading and the work of making me" of assisting men to make men of t'.icms.Mves.
that there was a gymnasium, a bowl- playing dominoes and checkers.
noise
I attended the the men's meeting
Inistle
and
Hustle,,
healthy
handball
a
ing alley, a swiming pool,
court, night school classes, for beys were every vta. The ytung men Sunday afternoon. Dr. Packard tie,
End young men, reading rooms and a who occupy live dormitory were com- livered an address. The strange thing
room where the elect might while ing in with a rush. The lobby was about it was that the preacher's reli
alive with real human beings. It was gion and my religion are identical.
away the time playing checkers.
"Hello,
Bill,"
Tom," "Hi The average outsider knows that not
But I really thought they were all "Hello,
a man living comes up to the mark
Mult."
on
me
there,
wrist"
the
things,
lightly
"tap
the' sola purpose oE which was to And were they rich young men? In that Christ made, and he knows that
ihey were rich in every man who does not, is a sinner.
keep the young and impressionable one sense yes.
I have not strayed away from my
health, in elasticity of step, in
out of the clutches of the Bad Man.
I am trying to show that
Even at that I thought the associa- strength of grip; in eye frank and subject.
tion a pretty good Institution for the honest and clear and steady; rich in the religion of the Y. M. C. A. is the
same kin dof religion that the averreason that there are the young and poise, in warmth of heart.
churchHad I toured some of the shops an age thinking man, whether
impressionable who need something
feels.
to keep them out, of the Bad Man's hour before, I would have seen the man or
M. C. A.
p. ay.
I knew that it was performing same young men in overalls
The man who thinks that the reliand
Every man in Houston is a benefi
work.
their faces and bare arms and hands gion of the Y. M. C. A., is something
of an institution the business of
That is an outsider's view of the streaked with the grime of toll. I to shy at, would be doing himself a clary
is the making of men. Men
which
Y. M. C. A. Hut it is a mistaken idea would hare seen the same young men favor if he would drop around and
men and expect them to
who
'
employ
I would investigate.
that it is a rich man's club. It is a In the stores and offices.
the
deliver
goods are especiaUy interIn connection with the work of the
mistaken idea that there is anything have found some of the same young
are directly interested
ested.
They
effeminate about it. or that identify- men as chiefs of departments battl- physical departmen there is a medical
what they confilutte
back
get
They
his
services free.
ing one's sfrlf with the institution ing with the responsibilities of such examiner who gives
in returns every hour of the
day
is anything akin to going to the places of labor. I would have seen Before a man is allowed to participate
work of their
efficient
the
through
some of the same young
men at in the athletic sports he must be exmourner's bench during a revival.
men.
The condition of his heart
If there is a live wire in Houston, desks in "banks and in the offices of amined.
There isn't anything about it that
Men's Christian Asso- I he big corporations.
I would have and lungs must be ascertained, for a
'it is the Youh-jsavors
of charity that Is, chanty in
ciation.
It is the most robust, heal- seen printers in their overalls pound- gasping heart is out of place in a bascommon
the,
acceptance of the word.
thy institution that. T know anything ing the linotype or pressmen contend- ket hall game or in any of, the strength It's a business proposition.
about in this or in any other city. ing with a faulty Ink fountain or cut- and endurance sports.
And I did not know that until about ting an overlay for a defective cut.
Young men are given the proper
that
ten days ago. I did not know It until
I would have seen messenger boys instructions and the result is
"I got an inside view of the institution. hurrying on their wheels with their hundreds of young men have been enA
TO
Any outsider who gets a view on the messages,, pr crying their papers on abled to cure defects which, had titty
tinside will get the same view.
been allowed to go unchecked, would
the streets.
My first tour was on Saturday
But up heer it was "Hello; Tom," have resulted In reducing them to derelicts and invalids in a very short
night a wee kago, the "deadest night "Hi, there,. Jeff."
of the week," so the fellows informed
It was that Teal democracy where time.
me.
men meet each other on a high plane
By lectures they tell them' thing?
There wasn't anything dead in the rather than on a low plane.
they ought to know abou theK" phybuilding, even at that. In the gym
Through the corridors of the big sical makeup and how to take care
there was a basketball game. There building echoed melody from a phono- of and develop themselves.
The physical examinations an.T the DISTRICT ATTORNEY WARD GIVES
was nothing effeminate about the fel- graph, while a fellow was hammering
SIMPLE TEST TO BE USED
lows in that game. It was a real away something quick and lively on advice following them and the lecAT HOME
trainto
where
would"
the
more
brawn
tures
worth
be
a piano.
game,
brain and
activand
cool
a
head
than
the
men
and
membership
I
And
didn't
to
hear
boys
endurance,
ing,
anyone calling
To The Optic:
ity of feet, hands and eye were the "sinners" that it was time to repent. fee, even If there was not another
Several times o late I have been
association
in
that
the
they
Howbeit, they rightly call it "The privilege
iimplements.
(
asked
by interested citizens if there
And how the ruddy glow of health Young Men's CHRISTIAN
Associa might enjoy. It is not infrequent
was
any
simple test by means of
shoulders
that young men are saved from quacks
tion!" r ,.
shone on the bare arms,
which
they could ascertain whether
This is not said in a spirit, of scof- who would bleed them for their money
and limbs of those young men, and
were being ufced in milk
preservatives
how the sinews and muscles played. fing or irreverence. It is a picture of in large sums, and leave them in
or cream sold in the city. Doubtless
when
to
the bathing the mind , of an outsider who is try- worse shape than
they began
Then a trip down
the city will soon adopt an ordinance
pool, where a bunch of young fellows ing to adjust himself to a condition doctoring them.
that will make it unnecessary for any
masThe physical director is past
were taking a plunge. I dipped my that is entirely new to him who is
one to worry about milk, but in the
hand in the water and made the re- clinging to the outside view while ter in every manner of athletics. He meantime you might care to publish
mark that it was rather cold for a the inside, of the thing is forcing it- does not confine his work to the as- a simple test that was formerly used
sociation. He visits the schools and
self upon him.
plunge.
by the Massachusetts state board of
swimof
one
the
teaches
the boys how to play healthi- health.
"Just right" sand
It was a rollicking frolic wholemers, who came up from a long dive; some, ruddy strong, clean noise.
ly. He has boys' swimming classes,
Put three or four tablespoonfuls or
and he splashed some of the water
Don't you go up organizes the school boys Into an in milk in a cup. Mix with an equal
Effeminacy!
school athletic league. The volume of hydroclorie acid which conon me as he overhanded to the far around the Y. M. C. A. looking for
this department would fill tains a drop of ferric chloride. Set
of
end of the pool.
work
kind.
of
You'll
think
that
anything
I shivered. Then I hastened away-- ' you have stepped from a pink tea pages. The educational secretary has the cup in a dish of boiling water and
lest the young fellows guy me. I (into' a battery of boilers that i are charge of all the educational work
stir for a minute with a slinter of al
had begun to feel that perhaps I was breathing life into acres of poundng the night school where the boys are solutely clean wood. When the cona bit effeminate, and I didn't want machinery.
taught English, arithmetic, commer tents of the cup have become almost
those young rascals to discover it.
cial
I
law, stenography and typewriting, as hot as the water, milk which conMonday night made, the rounds of
Then I strayed down to the bowl- the building again. Down in the gym engineering and mechanical drawing. tains formaldehyde will show a dising alleys. Here was more life. Boys more than half a hundred young men The lessons in theoretical and prac tinct lavender or purple tinge.
Various preparations
are offered
were swinging the heavy spheres and in bare arms and limbs were vaulting tical agriculture, the printers' appren
shooting them down the Ueyswlth. the "elephant." This was followed lice school, penmanship, lessons in for sale to dairymen on the pretense
what Beemed herculean strength and by a course of calisthenics to a lively Spanish, lessons in advertising all that they contain nothing harmful and
will keep milk and cream sweet. Nothhiarcfc' ;idompan!inent.
Hinging them center shpts at that
It was the corns under his Jurisdiction.
'
work
'
work
the
ing known to science except formal
elubroom, real goo'dfl...'
Then I strayed, S tct
.director's
The religious
of alcohol,
dehyde, the first
small
a
is
but
huildins
where a debate was on. It was strict- inside
the
a
of
Chief
Police Noble with about
ly a boys' affair. However, there are FOore of his picked men were looking part of it. He has extended his work commonly called embalming fluid, will
a few men in. Congress discussing the m. There are some husky athletes to the industries of Houston, and preserve milk. This fluid will keep
question pro and con who might have in tnat cr0vi of officers, but not one many of the larger lnausuiai piam. milk sweet for years, but it is a deadlearned something had they heard 0f them would be willing to test his have organized Bible study classes. ly poison, and even the small quantity
tliose youngsters' arguments. I was endurance with those fellows in' the Noonday meetings are held at these needed to preserve milk is apt to
prove disastrous to the infant or the
conscripted as one of the Judges. My gym. They were frank to admit it.
plants, a layman having charge of
ailing.
and
forth
was
.judgment
swayed back
Up in the educational department, the meetings.
CHARLES W. G. WARD.
from the affirmative to the negative. classes were at work. There were
This is something that is not forced
I was
sorry I had but one vote, for I classes in mathematics an3 commer- upon the men of the industries. When
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
thjlnls both sides won on points. cial law classes in mechanical draw- the work was first undertaken perNo man with a
to suDport
Those boys could have made monkeys ing and engineering classes in steno- mission was secured to make a talk can afford to have family trouble,
nor
kidney
of many lawyers" that I have heard In graphy; and typewriting. In the as- to men In the Industries during the need he fear it with such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hondebate.
sembly room an expert was deliver- noon hour. After a couple of such est medicine,
safe and reliable, costAfter making my escape from (he
disconor
continuance
advertison
their
an
illustrated
lecture
meetings
ing
ing little but doing much good, Foley
cliibroom I strayed lnt the printer's
workers
ing. He was pounding common sense tinuance was left to the
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
apprentice school. The teacher was advertising into quite a crowd Of men themselves. In every Instance the rheumatism,, tone up the system and
"setting" a letterhead under the" SI- who are spending large sums in pub- - men urged that the noonday meet- restore normal action of kidneys and
bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
rectioii of the boys. He was building
ings Je made a regular thing at least Cross Drug Store. Adv.
iicIty.
on
a
volunteerit
wacKboard in accordance with
Tuesday at noon T was guest at the one day each week. They
the views of the apprentices, who Erectors' luncheon.
Eleven of the ed to organize themselves into Bible
so
gave suggestions as to the relative Illness men In Houston men of
Subscribe for The Optic.
study classes. At all the meetings
'
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EMPLOY OF ONE

ipeciel Ixcursioi: Bals

COMPANY
MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH
FINDS
THEM COMPETENT
Denver, Sept. 16. One of the largest employers of women in the country in skilled work is the Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph- company of this city. The company employs about 3,000 young ladles in the
operation of the telephone service, of
the seven states in the
west in which it operates. The company insists on the term "young ladies" in any description of its employes and in every department the
first rule of the company is that each
"young lady" is shown the same courtesy that would be given in that department if a society woman called on
business. The company's officials say
it pays to maintain the fixed rule that
even the youngest apprentice, or "student," as the beginners are called,' is
entitled to and should be given the
most courteous treatment.
There are COO exchanges in the
states of Montana, Wyoming, Idaho,
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona, in which the Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph company
operates and these exchanges are
manned by forces of workers who
have acquired high technical skill in
the operation of the telephone switchboard.
Many of the exchanges are
managed exclusively by women, the
only men required being those who
attend to mechanical affairs in connection with the plant and the lines.
Each year hundreds of the employes
of the company who have learned the
management of a telephone switchboard go into the service of large
corporations or firms where the management of the private exchange is
given into their charge. In the past
25 years this branch of employment
for women has developed in the west
faster than any other branch of service. Skilled telephone operators now
command excellent salaries and many
of the employes rise to positions with
the company where they have managerial positions whose labors consist
principally of exercising the skill and
judgment they acquired when operators.
The telephone company employs
thousands of new recruits every year
and Its officials believe the system
of promptness, politeness and efficiency taught by the company is a
splendid practical education for young
ladies who are adapted to work requiring mental alertness.

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

-

inter-mountai- n

NORTHWEST

CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles or San Diego

$48.50
$43.50
S55.00
$50.00

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
$77.50
$72.50
Special dates, shorter limit
--

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to. routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
D. L.

BATCIIELOU, Agent
more than a tri e. Closing figures
were steady Wr i to r cent over last
night.
Oats displayed some sympathy with
corn weakness. Pit speculators did
most of the selling.
Provisions held about steady, influenced chiefly by the hog market. The
principal trade was in lard.
The close was:
December
Wheat, September

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
'

May
Corn, September
May

gists.

December
December

Oats, September 42 ;
Pork, Jan. $19.62; May $19.80.
Lard, Jan. $10.85; May $11.
'
Ribs, Jan. $10.42; May $10.55.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipAdv.

S;

74;
73.
71;
Oats, September 42;
44; May 47.

Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drugation.

95.

90;

,.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sejt. 16. The absorptive
capacity of the market was tested

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Sept. 16, Hogs, reagain today, through liberal selling
for both accounts, which was stimul- ceipts 7,000. Market steady to strong.
ated by higher prices. Offerings were Bulk $88.60; heavy $S8.30; packtaken without serious effect on val- ers and butchers $88.65; lights $8
ues, conveying an impression that the 8.60; pigs $5.757.
Market
Cattle, receipts 20,000.
present speculative movement was
being kept well in hand. The effect steady to weak. Prime fed steers
on the money market of the recent $S.609.25; dressed beef steers $7.50
8.60; western steers $G.508.40;
enlargement in activity was a" matter
southern steers $5.257; cows $4
of concern to traders.
Increasing firmness of loans for al! 6.75; heifers $59; stockers and feedpointed to the difficulty ers $5.258.10; bulls $4,506.50;
Swellings of the flesh caused by In- periods,
flammation, cold, fractures of the which would be encountered in financ- calves $5.5010.
,
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheua broad speculative movement. Sheep, receipts 15,000. Market steamatism can be relieved bv applying ing
It Bidding up of selective stocks was dy to 10 cents higher. Lambs $6.75
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
in
over the part resorted to when business lagged, 7.30; yearlings $4.505.25; wethers
should be well rubbed
affected. Its great healing and pene but the whole movement bore little $44.75; ewes $3.504.
trating power eases the pain, reduces resemblance to the buoyant market
swelling and restores natural condi- of last week.
Subscribe for The Optic
Alternately the market
tions.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle.
averaged a fraction above and below
Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
yesterday's close, with the trend up-- i
ward for the most part. New Haven
was exceptionally weak, falling back!
HEROIC FIREMAN
nearly two points. Bonds were easier.
Stocks were supplied when the rise!
hi several issues reached larga pro-- !
SAVES WORKMEN portions, and the whole list fell back)
abruptly. Business contracted large-ly after the general list had lost half
WALTER
COOK RESCUES MEN a point or more all around.
The market closed heavy. Stocks:
i were under
SEWER
steady pressure in the
closing hour, resulting in a preHy
San Francisco, Sept. 16. To the thorough obliteration of the gains, exheroism of Walter Cook, a sergeant cept where advances had been excep
of the fire department, three other tionally high. A few stocks were dis-- !
city employes owe their lives today. tinctly weak, Including Interboroucdi
The men were working In a sewer Metropolitan preferred, Can and Conmanhole and were overcome by gas. solidated Gas. Canadian Pacific and
James Conlon, a fourth worker, was Reading sold 2 points below on the
taken from the manhole dead and one top, and Steel and Amalgamated 1
POint
of the three rescued may not live.
;
The last sales were as follows;
Conlon was first overcome and his
three fellows went to his aid one af- Amalgamated Copper
79
A Knotty; Proposition
ter another. Each was overcome when Sugar;
H2ya
96
he reached the bottom of the ladder Atchison,. .1,
be-- v
;. ,
...167
and the four lay unconscious in':the Reading
.
Southern
......
Pacific
, . . . . . 9414
slime when Cook and his men arrived.
Cook went down the dark opening Union Pacific ...t.j.,
15914
COITie
65
with a wet sponge in his teeth. His United States Steel
1D-We
a
otetSOtt
have
f
States
United
109
flrst efforts failed, but he want back
Steel, pfd.
again and fastened a rope to one of
you,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
1
the unconscious workers. Coming to
more DeCOm-tod- ay
heat
?C
Chicago, Sept.
eased off
the surface again, Cook got an oxyif
under selling, due in part to a
the
Were
gen helmet and plunged down
liberal increase of the Eureopean vis-- j
manhole a third time.
for VOU.
especially
A
When all of the workmen had been jble supply. Generous receipts at
brought up, Cook climbed out and fell Winnipeg counted also in favor of the Selling dteiSOnS, We are
unconscious as the bystanders cheer- bears. Failing oft in arrivals this , perfectly sure
side of the Canadian line appeared, to,
ed him.
His condition is serious.
lf.
and Style
be ignored. The opening was un-to
finish
lower
and therewasj
changed
are Tight.
Yellow complexion, pimples and dis- some additional
decline. The close; T'n
i
J
on
or
the
blemishes
face
tn(
figuring
at. UfrfiU to L 0t
J o""W
t
Jv Qn
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE was firm
new Soft
you
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring vance.
is a powerful liver corectant. It puriWidespread rain made the corn Stiff Stetsons
Fall.
fies the system, stimulates the vital market
heavy because of the benefit
organs and puts the body in fine vi- to
pasturage. The market started at
gorous condition. Price 50c. Sold by
M off and seemed unable to
Central Drug Co.- - Adv.
rally
-
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PERSONALS
Battmer of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
E. J. Dunn of Albuquerque was a
business visitor here today from bis
home at the Duke City.
nigbt
C. B. Lewis returned last
from Santa Fe where he has been on
business for several days.
H. A. Toberlman of Douglas, Ariz.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
several days' business visit.
Paul McCormick of Chaperito drove
in last night from his ranch for a several days' visit In Las Vegas.
J. L. Matt of Tres Hermanos came
in last night for a w days' business
visit here. Mr. Matt is a miner.
of the
C. L, Keen, representative
Wisconsin Furniture company, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
G. U. Strong of Mora left this morna
ing for his home after having been
the
for
past
business visitor here
A. A.

"

few days.
J. M. Ackerman, round house foreman at Lamy for the Santa Fe Railway company, was a business visitor

here today.

D. B. Cole, a well known read estate
man of Cimarron, arrived in Las Vegas last night' for a few days' business visit.
W. P. Stehle, representative for the
Morris Packing company, was a bus!
ness visitor here today on his week
ly trip.
A. A. Davis and W. C. Davis, broth:
ers, both of Chicago, 111., arrived in
Las Vegas last night for a few weeks'
visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Bacharach left
last night for Colorado Springs, Colo.,
where they will remain for severs!
weeks visiting friends.
R. P. Woodson, representative fo;
of
the Karo Corn Syrup company
New York, is in Las Vegas for a sev
eral days' business visit.
Walter Hay ward, of the firm of
Graaf and Hayward, returned last night
from Mineral Hill, where he had been
on a short business visit.
C. E. Jones, better known as "Can
dy" Jcwes, came in last night from
his lieadnuartersto sell Austin sweetmeats to the local dealers. He lives

Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Kahle and
daughter, Miss Eunice, left this afternoon for Denver where they will visit
for several weeks.
Chester E. Newell, representative
for the Simmons Manufacturing company of Kenosha, Wis., was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. George Lewis left last niht
for her old home in Indiana where
she will remain for the next few
months as the guest of relatives.
commercial man,
E. C. Torrence,

in

Las Vegas last night and
arrived
left this morning for El Porvenir
where he will remain for the next few
weeks as a visitor.
H. F. Wendell and brother, C. C.
Wendell, of Omaha, Neb., arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday
evening from
their home and will remain here during the coming winter.
Mrs. L, Chapman of Santa Fe arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
short visit with friends. She will
leave tomorrow for Mora where she
will visit for the coming week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor of Cuervo arrived ,jn Las Vegas yesterday
afternoon for a several, days' visit
Mr. Taylor left this morning for Santa Fe and will return tomorrow.
E. A. Poe, of Macon, Ga., is In Las
Vegas for a several days' stay. Ha is
a government man and is employed" In
the engineering service. Mr. Poe will
be employed in New Mexico for several months.
Miss Bessie Cooley returned
last
ni?ht from Wisconsin where she has
been visiting 'relatives for the past
few months. Miss Cooley was recently appointed to the position of librarian at the Carnegie public library.
Thomas Trader, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vncent Trader, left last flight ,, for
Notre Dame, Ind., where he will reenter school i for, the4 winter. 4 )aijge
number of Mr. Truder'a friends were,
at the train last night fo bid him fareIn

well.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Sr., who

have been in Las Vegas for the past
few weeks as the guests of their son,
S. B. Davis, Jr., left last night on train
No. 2 for their home in Middletown,
Conn. Mrs. Henri De Magnin of New
York City accompanied Mr. and Mrs."
Davi8 as far as Middletown on her
way home.
She has been visiting
here for the past two months.
Mrs. Johanna Vollmer has written
to friends in Las Vegas that she recently underwent a serious surgical
operation in Cocr.winkel, Germany,
which will delay her return home.
Misses Sylvia and Helma Vollmer, her
daughters, however, are on their way
to Las Vegas and will enter the New
Mexico Normal for the fall and winter
terms. The Vollmers have been in
Europe for the past two years.

SEPTEMBER

AWARMWELCOME CHACON AGAIN IS WHITHORE 10 BE
FOR FORMER

IN

A FIGURE

VEGA

THIS TIME HE IS COMPLAINING
WITNESS; NEWSPAPER STORY

The Albuquerque Herald yesterday
evening published the following article in appreciation of Mrs. Charles
Kohn:
Albuquerque peoplpe will learn with
Interest that Mrs. Charles Kohn, who
has been a leading figure in Las
Vegas musical circles for the past
14 years, has accepted a responsible
position with the Baldwin Piano com
pany of this city and will hereafter
be in charge of the Baldwin salesrooms at the corner of Gold avenue
and Second street. Mrs. Kohn has
also been engaged as organist by the
Temple Albert congregation and will
be otherwise active here in her profession as a musician. '
Mrs. Kohn's standing as a musician
in the Meadow City may be suggested
by the statement that she was leader
of the opera house orcnestra, organist
for the Temple Montefore, Instructor
in musio and art in the public schools
and successful as a private teacher
Mrs. Kohn has also had
of music.
notable success as a director of operettas and amateur plays, some very
elaborate productions of this kind
having been staged unffer her supervision in Las Vegas, El Paso and
other southwestern cities. (
Mrs. Kohn began the study of music
when 6 years of age under the instruction of Carl Pryor, now professor of
music in Kansas university. Later'
she studied with Liebing in the famous Kimball hall in Chicago and appeared in concert in a number of
notable music events.

Yesterday afternoon in Judge D. R.
Murray's court the case of the State
versus Albert A.
oi New Mexico
Jones was brought up tor hearing. F.
M. Chacon, writer for La Voz del Pue
blo, is the complaining witness. The
charge against Jones is assault with

GOT

J. E. Thomas, an official of the Santa Fe Railway company, came in last
night from his headquarters at Topeka
for a few days' business visit here.
Sig Nahm returned this afternoon
from Chicago. St. Louis and other
places where he has been on a purchasing trip for the past few weeks.
R. F. Creagha of Lamar, Colo., was
a business visitor here today. He
is a well known business men of Lamar and will remain in Las Vegas for
several days.
J. J. Dunn, who has been In Las
Vegas for the past few, months, left
this afternoon for his home in Decatur, Ind., where he will remain during the winter.
R, C. Head of the civil engineering
department of the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company,! left this afternoon for Denver
where he will spend a few weeks on
a vacation.

HIM "IN BAD"

words.

Judge Murray after hearing the evi
dence took the case under advise
ment.
Chacon, it is said, wrote an
article in his paper concerning the
marriage of Jones, which took place
last week. The article is said to have
offended Jones. Recently Jones met
Chacon in a saloon and accosted that
gentleman in regard to the article
published. Jones, according to the
testimony presented in the court yesterday afternoon, abused and insulted
Chacon through the use of unpunishable language. Chacon then started
a.
fight, it is said, though neither of
the men was injured.
Chacon recently figured in contempt
of court proceedings when he
a narticle in his paper regarding the spring term of court. He is
under jail sentence, pending an ap
published

peal.

HEAD

NEARLY CUT OFF

CUTTER

BY A CORN

CALHOUN SERIOUSLY
JURED AT HIS RANCH EAST
OF LAS VEGAS

W. F.

IN-

'
Injuries which may prove fatal
were received this morning by W. F.
Calhoun, a farmer
residing three
miles east of Las Vegas on the mesa,
when he was run over by a corn cutter. Mr. Calhoun's neck and head
were cut deeply by the machine,
f
way
which made a wound
around his head. The accident occurred in a field on the Calhoun farm
at about 11:30 o'clock.
Mr. Calhoun and his daughter Sylvia were riding the corn cutter when
machine
a horse pulling a sled-likbecame unmanageable, throwing them
to the ground. Mr. Calhoun then advanced to the horse's head. The animal jumped to one side, knocking Mr.
Calhoun to the ground, and started
on a run.
The cutter of the machine which
extends out at either side struck Mr.
Calhoun on one side of the head and
as the machine continued to move the
LETTER LIST
ADVERTISED
knife made a partial circle about nls
Letters remaining uncalled for the head. The cut went as ueep as the
week ending September 13, 1913.
bone.
.n
Mrs. Juanita O. Abeytia, Miss
Dr. F. H. Crail was summoned and
Juan
Beard, George Chapman,
arrived at the Calhoun home at about
Jose Duran, Julian Florez (2), Secun-dln- 1 o'clock.
Gallegos, Juan de Garsla, Dorsa
At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon Mr.
Kinzy, C. C. Pedlar, Jack Sullivan (2), Calhoun was resting as easy as can
Samuel Salazar, Luberta Sanchez, C. be expected under the circumstances.
L. Thompson, Lee Thompson, Mrs. J. The most serious part of the accident
V. Wemply.
is the great loss of blood, as it reWhen calling for the above letters quired about 30 minutes to carry him
please ask for advertised letters. ,
to the farm house.
F. O. BLOOD, , Postmaster.
Although Mr. Calhoun has a chance
for recovery his condition is considered extremely serious. Miss Sylvia
MONSTER NAVY YARD
Washington, Sept. 16. New Jersey's Calhoun was uninjured.
bid for the New York navy yard which
naval experts say is rapidly putgrow-inits present site, will be seriously
TO
considered and personally investigat- BRIDGE STREET
ed by Secretary Daniels with a view
to laying before congress the whole
BE PAVED, IS PLAN
subject of reorganization of navy yards
and stations.
MEN SAY
Secretary Daniels has arranged to WEST SIDE BUSINESS
BUT
NO
DOUBT
IS
THERE
go to Jersey City tomorrow afternoon,
SUCCEED
WILL
MOVE
to
and Thursday will go
Communipaw
to look over the great salt marsh
Property owners on Bridge Street
wKere it is proposed to erect the
have
begun the circulation of a, petiat
in
this
greatest navy yard
country
tion
'
asking for the paving of, that
a cost of $25,000 000. The state of
The men back of the
thoroughfare.
New Jersey has offered the national
movement
represent a large amount, of
government the riparian rights to S00
the street. They say
upon
property
acres of land in that vicinity, and it
will have little difficulty in getthey
is believed that there will be little
the required 61 per cent of the
in acquiring the necessary addi- ting
owners to agree to the pavproperty
tional land if the government should
decide to transfer the New York yard ing program. to
have the street covIt is planned
to Communipaw.
ered with a concrete pavement which
has been used in other cities and
WILSON BACK HOME
found to be excelent. The paving is
Washington, Sept. 16. President to be put down in such a manner that
Wilson returned from Cornish, N. H., it will carry off storm water and will
today on a train that was an hour care for any flood water that may
late, and was driven at once to the back up from the river, without allowWhite House.
ing It to run into the cellars of the
stores along the thoroughfare. Bridge
JAPAN GETS BUSY
street is the most used thoroughfare
Toldo, Sept. 16 A flotilla of Jap- in Greater Las Vegas, as it is the
anese torpedo boat destroyers was only means of going from one side of
dispatched by the admiralty today to the Gallinas to the other. It Is conreinforce the war vessels ordered to stantly in poor repair, due to the
Nanking yesterday.
heavy traffic.
one-hal-

e

,
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TS not so much la knowing how to make money as in knowing how to hold on to it. Deposited in
the Savings Department of this bank the temptation to spend is removed and there is always a growing incentive to add more.
The "Secret of Success" will be an open book to you when you become a regular saver at this bank,

AKERS

MRS. CHARLES KOHN IS APPRETHE PEOPLE
CIATED
OF ALBUQUERQUE

W

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

HELP TO ROAD

1,11111 T

i

FIVE

16, 1913

John S. York, a member of the
board of county commissioners, and
George II. Hunker and Mayor R. J.
Taupert of the county road board,
made a trip over the road to Gallinas
Springs Sunday with the view of making arrangements for the repair of a
It
certain stretch of that highway.
was decided that a runway should be
placed at one of the crossings, and
numerous other improvements were
planned.
James Whltmore, a resident of
Gallinas Springs, volunteered to donate for the improvement of the road
two men and two teams tor a space of
20 days. These will be used in addition to the men hired by the county
faulty stretchc of that highway. It
the work on this thoroughfare will
prove effective.
Saturday a trip was taken to the
Kate Wright place north of the city,
and it was decided that work near
that place should start at once. A
number of contracts have been prepared by the board and will be let at
ittie earliest possible time so that
there will be no delay in the completion of the road work. Much interest
is being taken in the movement by
the citizens and it is expected that
great good will result.

Interest Paid on All Savings Deposits

4

DONATES TWO MEN AND TWO
TEAMS FOR 20 DAYS' WORK
ON
HIGHWAY

BANK
PEOPLES
-

CAPITAL

TODAY'S

BASEBALL'

an

G

TRUST CO.
-

-

113,000.00

L ACJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
American League
Chicago at Washington.
St. Louis at Boston.
Detroit at. New York.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
o

National League
New York at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati; 2 games.
Brooklyn at St. Louis; 2 games.
American Association

at

Columbus

Minneapolis.

Toledo at Kansas City.
Indianapolis at Milwaukee.
Louisville at St. Paul.
Western League
Wichita at St. Joseph.
National League
Cincinnati, Sept. 16. First game:

R.H.B.
SOCIALISTS AGAINST. STRIKES
3
6 1
16.
Philadelphia
The
"gen
Jena, Germany, Sept.
4
5 1
eral strike" as a political weapon as Cincinnati
and
Batteries:
Seaton
Killifer;
it was employed last April in Belgium
and at earlier periods in France and Johnson and Kling.
Russia, was the subject of warm and
extended debate in the socialist con
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
vention today. It found few friends

,

M T

T

X

"Nothing doing around1
1 here electric lights are
J .worse than pistols and

.(:'
i

a

bull dogs.1

"Let's quit while the
quitting is good.

as a measure for Immediate use. The
failure of the socialists to gain subNational League
stantially at the last elections for the
At Chicago New York, 4; Chicago,
Prussian diet and the evident impos 3.
sibility of their doing so under the
At Cincinnat -- Philadelphia, 2; Cinexisting condition of the Prussian cinnati, 2.
franchise led to the debate.
PittsAt Pittsburgh Boston,
burgh,
PRIMARY IN NEW YORK

.

New York, Sept. 16. Candidates for
American League
the state assembly, for 11 places on
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 8 ;
the supreme court bench and for
Cleveland, 6.
county and municipal offices in vari
At Washington Chicago, 5; Washous localities will,, be nominated to
0.
ington,
day at primaries held throughout New
At Boston Boston, 6. St. Louis, 3.
state.
York
At New York Detroit 7; New York

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps

Las Vegas Light &

I

"

rower Lompany

Push of Life.
One of the most remarkable exhibi
tlons of plant force I ever saw was ir
a western city where I observed 8
species of wild sunflower forcing its
way up through the asphalt pavement;
the folded and compressed leaves oi
the plant, like a man's fist, had pushec
against the hard but flexible concrett
till it had bulged up and then split
and let the irrepressible plant through
The force exerted must have beer
many pounds. I think it doubtful II
the strongest man coul'i have pushc'
his fist through such a resisting m"
dium. If it was not life which exert'V
this force, what was It? Life is a kir.r:
of explosion, and the slow continues
explosions of this growing plant reni
the pavement as surely as powd. i
would have done. It is doubtful if ar
cultivated plant could have overcom
such odds. It required the force ol
the untamed hairy plant of the plains
to accomplish this feat. John Bur
roughs, in Atlantic.
Matter of Worry,

Don't worry!
l
Nothing will undermine your
system to 6uch an extent frequently the blow most dreaded newt
falls and if it should, the' adv'aacv
worry will not lessen its sorrow b;.(
simply weaken your power of meeti;r?
p)r-sica-

At Sioux
City, 4.

Western League
City Lincoln, 6;'

Sioux

STANDING DF THE CLUBS

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Ravnolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Halleti Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D

,

National League
Won Lost

Pet

44

New York

92

Philadelphia
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis

79

50

78
73

60
65

58

75

.677
.613
.565
.529
.436

58

75

.436

59

82

.419

48

94

.33S

81.

58

78
70

59
64

Chicago

72

Detroit
St. Louis
New York

59

68
78

.523
.514
.431

,.52

89

.369"

49

85

.366

.583
.569

'

Western League
opinion of people who hav:
Won Lost Pet.
Club
t
given the matter considerable thonj-,l;.628
55
93
Denver
that worry is a habit and one to
66 . .557
83
is especially prone.' Th: Des Moines
.533
may be accounted for by the fact that Lincoln ... .........80
70
'
men are so busily occupied with
.503
73
74
'.Joseph
St
that incident
happenings
'.484
72
Omaha......
wl ich they deem trivial but over whU
.473
.....'....70 "'78
women wear their hearts away are
Topeka
.433
85
:65:"
.'...I':'..
Sioux City
given a moment's heed.
91
.389
5S
is the lirr; Wichita
After all
law of nature and the guarding of oin.
strength quite an important duty. !i
Digestion and Assimilation
is time enough to face the sorrow i
is not the quantity of food taken
It
when they actually exist.
but the amount digested and assimi
lated that gives strength and vitality
Washstand.
Cupboard
Where the washstand must be kept to the system. Chamberlain's Tablets
out of sight a simple and inexpensive invigorate the stomach and liver and
device is to fasten to the inside ol enable them to perform their functions
the cupboard door, with strong brack naturally. For sale by all dealers.
ets, a rounded wooden shelf. A hole
Adv.
must be made in the middle to hold
the wash bowl and pitcher securely
PENNSYLVANIA NOMINATES.
and a narrow rim of wood nailed
Sept. 16 Primary
Philadelphia,
around the outside of the shelf tc
were
held
toothbrush
elections
and
holder
throughout Penn
the
soap,
keep
other toilet articles from slipping off sylvania today for the nomination of
Although not a thing of beauty, the candidates to fill two places on the
bowl and pitcher made of aluminum state supreme court beaich and to
or granite are more desirable as they
are not breakable. A towel rack may name candidates for other judicial,
county and' municipal offices.
helf.
be fastened alve

Capital.

for The Optlo.

Subscribe for The Optic.

if

"

'

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits'$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Inmrest Paid on Tlmo Deposits

'

........
.........

'

Pet

Washington
Boston

It is the

'

M.

.647

Cleveland

.'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

American League
Won' Lost
48
88
Philadelphia

it.

Subscribe

'

WW

T

5.

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPFFO AT YOUR DOOR.

0VERLAND'f!C2El'S3T
Telephone or call and we will have our demon- trator show you

Phjne Main 344.

--

;i.

Whalen,

&

Fowler

Prt--

9

(

j

f
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IT tlX
TREMENDOUS

COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS'
PROCEEDINGS
(Continued from Yesterday.)

-

The board of county commissioners
of the county of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, met iii regular session
at the court house of said county in
Las Vegas, New Mexico, on the first
Monday in March, the same
being
March

3rd,

1913.

Mrs. Jacks

Is her

hat

so

large?

So large! Why, she
has to put it on and take it off in
the vestibule of her home. Can't get
through the front door with it on he'
Mrs. Wacks

bead.

NOT SPRING,

EITHER

No. 9789, Felipe R. Guerin, fees as
constable, $8.65.
No. 9790, Toribio Martinez, quarantine (merchandise) $10.
No. 9791, Dolores Martinez, quarantine uard, $42.
No. 9792, Sostenes Martinez, jail
guard, $40.
No. 9793, Amador Ulibarri, jailer,

for the lights on the buklge crossing
the Gallinas river between Las Vegas
and East Las Vegas, said county.
Reports, Receipts etc.
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
having been presented to the board
and duly examined thereby, the
are approved and ordered filed in the
office of the clerk,
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
teasurer, for February, 1913.
Statement of fines received by
Romero, treasurer, for February, 1913, $15.
Statement of poll taxes received by
Eugenio Romero, treasurer, for February, 1913, $36.
Receipts No. 105, from state treasurer to Eugenio Romero, treasurer,
sa-n-

to-wi-t:

16, 1913.

me

OPTIC

CHAPMAN

No. 9794, Red Cross Drug Co., sta-

hear Boh has gone to the

(bad.

Dick Hitting up the booze, eh?
He's taken te
Tom No; worse.
"writing poetry.
A

REAL ARTIST

COLUMN

Vry

CONSISTENT

INCIDENT

-

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
,,:?:
you use!

.

lift Shall I tell in our account oi
the yachting trip how we hugged thf
shore?
She Oh, yes! The story ought t
embrace the Incident
JUST SUITED HIM

---

used.

BRINGS YOU THE
A
1
precinct No. 30.
3
IT 'S
Light Contract.
SPOON
jt
con
E.
It appearing to the board that the No. 22, Fiiiberto 51. Roybal,
GENUINE WM.
No.
contract of the county of San Miguel, stable, precinct
ROGERS &
Approved as of February 4th, 1913
for lighting purposes as to the counSONS'OAA
No. 26. Simon Trujillo, constable.
STANDARD
ty court house and jail with the Las
ex- precinct No. 15.
Co.
has
Power
and
SILVER
Vegas Light
Bills Approved.
pired and a representative of the said
The following accounts against the
the
before
now
present
company being
of San Miguel, state of New
county
FRENCH- board, upon agreement and a motion
and duly ap
examined
were
Mexico
(STERGREY
duly put and carried.
and the clerk Is
LING) FINISH
It Is ordered by the board that the proved by the board
to issue his separate war
present contract or the contract Just directed mavment
thereof, upon the
rants
in
EMPRESS
IVrey Soft Is this a good place tt expired and the same rates thereun
said
county,
of
treasurer
der continue in force for the period of
can be cVh
No. 9789, Florentino Montoya, inter
The Fisherman I should Bay it i& nun m vear from tho date of the ex
Sometimes I can Bit two or thref nioUnn nf Hnirt fnntract. such rates preter, $2.
g tained in this city from
No. 9788, Solomon Ortiz, court house
ln:irs without having the bother o bMn.r ::, ner month for the lighting
... ALL
'taking a fih from my hook.
of the court house and Jail and $10 janitor, $10.

W. M

jf

All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

1
1
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f
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GROCERS

Reg-$vV- ir

Bonlo Temple

at 7:8

p. m. O. H.

C; Cha.

Klnkel, B.

Tarome.

Greenclay, Secretary.

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

Tripp, Secretary.

Laemmle, Clerk;
Sonsul;
Telephone Montague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
members are especially welcooe a"d
cordially Invited.

LOCAL TIME CARD
Eas. Bcund
Arrive

Bally, Treasurer.

Satta

FOR SALE Good gentle saddle pony,
cheap. Inquire at Y. M. C. A.
FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred bull pups.
T. A. Akers.

Fcr Rent
FOR RENT Five room furnished cot
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.

NO.

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Love at Woodmen of tho World hall,
S. Meets first and third Fridays on
the second and fourth Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Z". W
G.

Main 329.
WANTED Man on ranch to
mill;
cows for his board. Inquire Optic FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
WANTED Position as stenographer O. R. C.
hall, on Douglas avenue at
by competent young lady two years 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corexperience,
good references, col dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presilege graduate. XYZ, Optic.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.

for

LODGE

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY brethren
cordially invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con F. D.
Fries, N. G. ; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
vocation first Monday in T. M. Elwood,
nee""
Secretary; Karl Wertz.
each month at Masonic Treasurer; C. V. iTedgcock, Cemeidry
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
IVODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
1.

Agnes

Depart

No. 2
9:10 p. m.. . 9:1 p
B.' P. O. ELKS Meets second and No. 4 ...11:05 p m. . . .11:05 p.
fourth Tuesday evening of each No . f.
2:05 a. m... .2:10 a.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No. ro.
1:45 p. m... . 2:10 p. m.
'
avenu. Visiting brothers
West Bound
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Arrive
Depart
1:20 p. m... 1:45 p. in.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No. 1. .
No.
3.. 6:10 a. m... 6:15
Secretary.
4:20 p. m... 4:30 p. m.
No. 7..
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No. 9..
KNIGHTS
6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p. m
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
';urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
ATTORNEYS
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
HUNKER & HUNKER
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURLas Vegas,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR RENT Two desirable rooms ou W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
ground floor, with or without board

Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexico

DENTISTS

month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
FinanD.
A.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Tillman,
President;
Dental work of any description at
employed,
comfortable, furnished cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
room; no health seekers. Phone 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
13
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main
Purple 5301.
Mexico
New
Las
East
Vegas,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR RENT Rooms over York's gro
725

Sixth street.

cery.
FURNISHED

keeping.

Lovt
LOST Lady's gold watch and chain,
on Douglas avenue or Sixth street.
Saturday. Return to 1030 Fifth St.

and receive reward.
board do now adjourn subject to the
call of the chairman thereof.
JOHN H. YORK,
Attest:
Acting Chairman.
LORENZO

DELGADO,

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Notice is hereby given, to whom it
may concern that William G. Haydon,
the undersigned, was appointed on the
2Gth day of July, A. D. 1913, Administrator of the Estate of George W.

Ward, deceased, and all persons having claims against the Estate of said
George W. Ward, deceased, will present the same within the time pre
scribed by law.
September 9, 1913.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

Clerk.

NOTICE

SI

QRYSTML IDE

ROOMS for light house
921 Lincoln.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Dsllvery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

.......20c

to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

50 lbs.,

25c
30c
40c
50c

per 100 lb.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 ibt
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

v

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Made La Vega Famou.

lasting Qualities ot Which Have

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

S

WM. G. HAYDON,..

Administrator.
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
cases of widney and blndder troume,
rheumatism and lumbago, because
thev remove the cause. You can not
take this honest curative medicine into your system without getting the
right results. Try them. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

General

.V

ti!-h-

4Lm

M.

Wm. P. Mills. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
541.
H. 8 .Van Petten. Secretary.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesof the month in the vestry rooms
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO 2 day
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
m. Visiting brothers are cordially InEstimate six ordinary words to a line.
ilar conclave iec 4 Tue- - vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
No ad to occupy less space than two
TOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

-

A

Meets second and
Regular com- fourth Thursday
evening each
mun,caUon first and month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
tbir1 Thursday la brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
aach month. Visiting Davis,
Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
brothers cordially
A.

T

!-

City Cousin I hear you went to set
Starlight in "Hamlet" last. night Whai
did you think of him?
Country Youth Gosh! he's great
Tie didn't get skeered or furgit hii
lines once.

AND CAFt

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE

tionery, county assessor, $6.45.

07-0-

I

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORS

st

' Tom

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

i

t--

o.

13he

$50,

Present: J. H. York, acting chairNo. 9195, Red Cross Drug Co., staAntonio A. Gallegos,
tionery, county clerk. $2.25'.
county
commissioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk,
No. 9796, Optic, pub. Co., publishing
of the board; Florentino Montoya, in
delinquent taxes, $336.83.
terpreter.
No. 9797, John Pettine, removing
Absent: Fidel Ortiz, chairman.
iron door in jail, $25.
The record of the proceedings of
No. 979S, Gilbert Guerin, hauling
the last meeting read, approved and
iron
door from jail, $2.
$995.12.
signed.
No. 9799, Optic Pub. Co., probate
No. 83 to Eugenio Romero,
Receipt
Water and Light Contracts.
treasurer from H. C. Smith, treasurer, court record $28.
Notices having been sent to the Las
No. 9800 M. F. Des Marais, health
city of Las Vegas and school district
'
Vegas Light and Power Co. and the
$150.
officer,
No. 2, $1,109.86.
Agua Pura Co. to be present this day
buildNo.
A.
9S01,
Jose
Gallegos,
to
Eugenio Romero,
Receipt No. 84,
before the board with a view of re
tence
$83.
around
ing
treasjail,
Martin
from
Delgado,
treasurer,
newing or revising the light and waNo. 9S02, Cristobal Padilla, constable
urer town of Las Vegas and school
ter contracts respectively, and the
fees
$7.70.
1
$386.95.
4,
and
districts Nos.
said companies being represented, upNo. 9803, Pablo Ulibarri, J. P. fees,
Statement of liquor licenses collecton consideration of the above matter,
ed by Roman Gallegos, sheriff, to.1 $3.50.'
upon motion, the same are postponed
No. 9801, Pablo Ulibarri, J. P. fees,
1913, $800.
for final agreement at the next ses- February,
$7.00.
Des
M.
Marala,
F.
Dr.
of
Report
sion of the board.
No. 9805, Pablo Ulibarri, J. P., fees,
health officer for San Miguel county,
New Precinct San Juan.
$7.00.
to
as
smallpox epidemic.
A petition havng been presented to
No. 9806, Pablo Ulibarri, J. P. fees,
of Pablo ITlibarri, justice
Report
the board signed by residents of
fines
$5.50.
for
No.
3,
the peace, Percinct
a Cuesta and
El Ce-'No. 9s07, Juan Mares y Ortiz, concollected, $20.
a
v 'm. the county of
Casa Colo-idstable
fees, $2.50.
Inquest as to Martin Velasquez by
San Miguel,
:( cf w Mexico, ask Antonio A. Marquez, justice of the No. 9X08, Juan Mares y Ortiz, conbe formed In
ing that a i
stable fees, $3.75.
peace precinct No. 40.
the southern pi'.r rf said county with
No. 9809, Roman Gallegos, hauling
Bonds.
Constable
and
P.
San Juan as the headquarters there J,
to jail, $3.
cinders
the
of
peace;
The following justice
of, and setting forth the description
as
M. A. Sanchez,
No.
9S10,
been
pre
bonds
constable
having
and
and boundaries of said proposed pre$23.99.
sented to the clerk, they are now ex assessor T.
cinct and the reasons for the creation
No. 9S11, M. A. Sanchez, postage,
amined and approved by the board
of the same, and the board having
assessor
$7.
record
filed
for
ordered
and
considered such petition, the same Is
1913.
No. 9S12, M. A. Sanchez, ex. schedApproved as of February 3rd,
passed, to be further investigated at
No. 71, Miguel Garcia, J. P., Pre- ules, $20.77.
the next regular session.
No. 9813, Pedro Padilla, constable
cinct No. 4.
Water .Tail Corral.
No. 72, Jose P. Mares, J. P., precinct fees, $2.
Roman Gallegos, sheriff of San Mi
No. 9814, Chas. Ilfeld Co., padlocks,
No. 5.
guel county, New Mexico, appeared
No. 73, D. R. Murray, J. P., precinct county jail, $4.40.
before the board and set forth that
No. 9815, L. V. L. and P. Co., lights,
No. 29.
for the convenience and better use of
court
house, jail and bridge, $35.
constab',
S.
Sandoval,
David
No 74,
the jail and yards thereof, it will be
No. 9816, Mt. States Tel. and Tel.
5.
No.
precinct
necessary to install running water in
No. 75, Pablo TTHbarri, J. P., pre- Co., phone rent, $17.
and
the jail corral,
upon motion,
No. 9817, J. M. Martinez, repairs,
cinct No. 3.
It is ordered hy the board that RoNo. 7fi, Nepomuceno Segura, ,T. P., bridge, Pecos arroyo, $1.80.
man Gallegos, sheriff, be and he is
No. 9SI8, Roman .Gallegos, team
precinct No. 36.
authorized to arrange with the Agua
constable,
$4.
hire,
L.
Gregory,
Oscar
No. 82,
Pura company for the laying of the
team
No. 9819, Roman
Gallegos,
29.
No.
precinct
necessary,water pipes and the puttlns
J.
$4.
P.,
precinct
hire,
No. 85, Manel Flores,
in of the water in said corral, at as
No. 9820, Deciderio C. de Baca, reNo. 14.
Martluez.
early a day as possible, and at the
pairing toilets, $3.75.
No. 89, Fracisco Ribera y
most reasonable terms to be obtained.
No. 9821, Felipe Lopez, interpreter,
32.
No.
J. P., precinct
J. P. Precinct No. 50.
No! 100, Tomas Ortiz, constable, pre- J. P. court, $2.
Matias Arngon, justice of the peace
No. 9S22, L. W. Ilfeld, hinges, bolts,
cinct No. 32.
of precinct No. 50 Guadalupe, within
constable.
D.
etc.,
county jail, $4.20.
Tafoya,
No. 105, Juan
said county of San Miguel, state of
No. 9823, Lithgow Mfg. and Stat
3.
No.
New Mexico, presented to the board precinct
No. 106, Alberto Romero, constable, Co., stationery county" school superinhis resignation as said officer and set
tendent, $47.28.,
precinct No. 14.
ting forth that no election had btfen
No. 9824, Roman Gallegos, boarding
No.
109, Jose D. Segura, J. r.,
held within said precinct for a justice
county
prisoners, $93.75.
cinct No. 23.
of the peace and constable In January
constable
No.
Roman Gallegos, fuel, $25.
9825,
TJlibarri,
Ricardo
No. 110,
1913, as required by law, and that the
No. 9826, Jose P .Mares, J. P. fees,
23.
No.
residents of said precinct recommend precinct
No. 111, Pedro Rivera J. P., pro- $4.50.
the. appointment and naming of Am- No. 9827, Red Cross Drug Co., mer
No. 9.
brosio Candelario as justice of the cinct
constable,
chandise
county prisoners, $7.75.
No. 112, Jose O. Rivera,
peace of said Precinct No. 50, said
No.
Frank Roy, land for road
9S28,
9.
No.
pr;- county, in his place and stead and up- precinct
purposes, $i..
No. 116, Lucas Maes, J. P.,
on motion, such petiton is passed for
No. 9829, Iyorenzo Delgado, ex. Dec.
cinct No. 20.
further consideration.
vre- quarter, $50.40.
J.
v.,
A.
Alarcon,
Jose
No. 117,
Bid Painting jail fence.
Upon motion it is orderd that the
cinct No. 39.
bid
to
a
Jose Gallegos presented
.1. P., preLucero,
No. 118, Eduardo
the board for the placing of barbed!
No. 17.
cinct
wire upon the fence surrounding the
No. 2, Matias Portillos, J. P., prejail corral and the painting of said cinct No. 7.
fence in the sum of $93.50 and upon
No. 3. Felix Sandoval. constable,.
motion said bid was ordered filed to
No. 7.
precinct
be passed upon at the next session
No. 7, Felix Garcia, J. P., precinct
This
of the commissioners.
No. 6.
Cayot Land Sapello Bridge.
No. 8, Casimiro Ortiz, J. P., precinctSilver
The board having investigated the No. 12.
matter of the land used for road purconstable-if
No. 9, Jose Gutierrez,
f
poses on the north side of and leadV.
S?
No. 12.
"
1
'
precinct
ing to the Sapello bridge, within San
No. 10, Jesus Ma. Quintana, J. P-- .
Miguel county, New Mexico, such, land
precinct No. 37.
belonging to and being claimed by the
I
FLOUR
No. 11, Luis Ma. Quintana, constable,
estate of Frank V. Cayot and the facts
37.
No.
in connection with said land so used precinct
No. 12, Francisco Lucero y Mares.
It 's giving you
by said county having been presented J. P.
precinct No. 2.
said
of
administrator
Frank
Roy,
by
a present for doNo. 13, Francisco Lucero y Saiz.
estate and II. W. Clark, esquire,
precinct No. 2.
ing something
and a claim for compensation constable, Melecio
No. 14,
Archlbeque, J. P.,
and damages having been made, upon
you 'd do tiny
No. 8.
precinct
motion,
way when you
No. 15, Francisco Garcia, constable,
It is ordered by the board, all
8.
learn how Much
No.
thereto. precinct
interested consenting
Aragon, J. P., preNo.
Better EMPRESS
that damages in the sum of $125 be
cinct No. 51.
allowed and paid to Frank Roy, ad
FLOUR really is.
No. 17. Valentin Roybal, J. P., pre
ministrator of the estate of Frank V
Made by GER(
cinct No. 11.
Cayot, deceased, in payment for the
No. 18. Juan Gonzales, constaDie,
MAN PROCESS
said land so used for road purposes!
No. 11.
precinct
dethe
near the Sapello bridge, upon
ONE COUPON FROM
No. 20, Pablo de Herrera, J. P., prelivery of a warranty deed to the coun cinct No, 30.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
so
ty of San Miguel for the said land
STAMPS
FIVE
No. 21, Aurelio Jaramillo, constable
man;

new

SEPTEMBER

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AND

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

M

Ads
Are Bestf

larket Finders

Classmen ada. search, out the people to whom among alt
those who MIGHT BY the particular thlag tt worth moet.
That property roa want to sell Is TTOKTH MOST 10 asms
who reads the a da. In thla newspaper and would mever keu
your property unleae It were advertised aere.

y

Others, who read and ana or ada. in tnla newspaper want (aa
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, ued naenlaar?
and furniture, articles of s ulness ef any fort, and maaieal It
strumsnta.
As the classified ada. are read bj all possikla bmyais, of all
sible aorta ef thiasa, they have come to be finders of the best

fea-

B
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

Optic Office and get your GO CYCLE.
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If

o
of
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Bring us ONE THREE. MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
is yours.
vance and 50c and the
GO-CYC-

o
o
o

to pay in advance S

Name,

Name

I
X..

(
J

be
given absolutely free to
le

J

o
o

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j' yZZ for which I agree

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic lor fSf$ for which I agree
to pay in advance S

Go-Cyc-

K

LE

oC;

Address

Address

o
o
o
o
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G
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if

Go-Cyc-

to

le

to be.

given absolutely free to

Name of boy or girl

Fill out these blanks and bring them with

Name of boy or &irl
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the money to
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PAT. CAFWIER SYSTEM
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Fre6h

mark.
INSURES NATUML
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Oyster

Light automobile lamps at 6:51
o'clock this evening.

to beat a fine, fat, salty, luscious oyster fresh from its ocean
bed, with all the palate-ticklin- g
tang of the blue, briny sea to
it
flavor?
appetizing
give
We have them direct from the growers.

New York Counts Selects

16,

1913.

10

RETURN

LOOKS OF NEW

!

IS THERE ANYTHING'

8EPTEMBER

LIKE Hi. ANDERSON TO

FRENCHMEN

at the

in

just

TUESDAY,

THE HEATER YOU WILL
WINTER

THE 'FIRESIDE HOT BLAST

VEGAS

! EXICO

THIS

BUY

LAS

THIS STOVE WILL NEARLY PAY FOR
The Plus Ultra class of the First EXPOSITION
METHODIST
COMMISSION PASSES PASTOR
OF FIRST
ITSELF IN THE FUEL IT SAVES
Methodist church will not meet tomorTHROUGH HERE LAST NIGHT
FOR
CHURCH IS
j
'' 11
row afternoon, but will meet on WedI '
ON TRAIN NO. 2
SERVICE HERE
?
i
f
nesday afternoon, September 24, on
Investigate before buying. The best
account of conflicting dates. The
'
At the concluding session of the
Traveling In private business cir
stove at any price
'
v
1
1
class will meet with Mrs. Edward No. 21, five
men, all representatives English mission of the Methodist Epis
Sears on Tilden avenue. '
I
of the French nation, passed through copal church in New Mexico, which
I
.1'Vlt
We have a large line of second
Las Vegas last night on Santa ? was held in Albuquerque Sunday
it'ni
Ai
Fresh Oysters Just in at the Bis- - tram No. 2 on their
hand heaters ou which we can save
way from San j night, Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of
mark.
Adv. Francisco, where
they have been for the First Methodist church in this city,
you money.
the past few weeks to select a site was assigned to another
year's ser
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon for the French
bilding at the Panama vice here. Other' assignments were
at the Opera Bar.
Adv. Pacific world's
f
exposition, to New as follows:
York. They will embark at New York
Alamogordo, to be supplied; AlbuFinch's Golaen Wedding Rye agej the latter
part of this month for their querque, C. O. Beckman; Belen, Clyde
In wood. Direct from the distillery
native land.
H. R. Mills; Clayto you. At the lbby,- of course.
J. J. Byrne, assistant passenger traf Keegan; Cimarron,
A.
E.
ton,
Roberts;
Clayton
Circuit, J. I
Adv. fic manager for the Santa Fe
railway. T. Miller; Columbus, C. H. Bodding-ton- ;
accompanied the French representa
Des Moines, J. H. Johnson, El
Miss Vaughn, a missionary from tives on
their, trip and stated yester
Paso, Tex., First church, H. G. PortChina, will address the women of the day
evening that those
First Presbyterian church at a meet were enjoying their journey.gentlemen er; Orchard Park and City Missions,
to be supplied; Espanola, R. R.
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum fxprnso
ing to be held Thursday afternoon at
"They are particularly pleased with
Estancla and Mountalnair, R.
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
the home of Mrs. J. H. Stearns, 921 New Mexico," said Mr. Byrne last
A. Farley: Fort Sumner, to ho sun- satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation chenper thn i.nrgn po"-eFifth street.
night. "The country and inhabitants
Folsom
Johnson's
and
plied;
Mesa,
are something entirely new to them."
J. I Helfley; French and Maxwell,
A number of the billboards
this
California, Arizona and New Mexico
morning yielded the disagreeable cir- have impressed the Frenchmen more C. F. Lucas; Nara Visa, F. E. Loch-ridgcus color to a more interesting class than any place they have visited
Raton, Bernard Gibbs; Roswell.
of advertising.
In a short time all They were pleased with the service Henry Van Valkenburgh; Roy, Edwin
the billboards will have been changed. rendered them
by the Santa Fe rail Gaskill; Santa Fe, J. M. Shimer; Santa Rosa and Duran Circuit, Edwin Le
A slight move has been made to re- way. ah tnose in Uie
party are
move some of the signs from the win- notable men of France.
Breton; Santa Rita, Hurley and
dows of vacant buildings, but there
M. 0. Stockland; Silver City.
The party included the following:
is still room for improvement
Gaston de la Pellerin de la Zonche, M. O. Stockland; Springer, S. E. Turn
president of the Paris, Lyons & Med- er.
The Lubln Motion Picture company iterranean
Railway
company,
the
this morning resumed work on the largest railway company in
Europe,
The local clothing dealers have had
picture entitled "The Higher Law" controlling over 7,000 miles of track;
heavy sales of winter clothing during
and expect to complete it by tomor- M. Tirman, president of the
French the past iweek. Underwear has
been
row. A street scene was taken on exposition
committee; Edouarde Savy, the most
if the
and
popular
purchase
Sixth street and aroused much in- a prominent
engineer of France; M.
present weather continues everybody
terest among the pedestrians. Mr. Santos, a prominent
politician of will be
doing it until the whole popu
Fielding, who has been Indisposed for France, and Maurice
Kogminsky, gen lation, with a few
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from
the past few days, is considerably im- eral agent for the French Trans-A-t
exceptions, will be
winter clothed. Overcoats have been
proved today. lantic Steamship company.
The
CHARLES ILFELD
In the evening, while straw
building that France will establish at popular
hats
are
in
neatly packed
closets.
Much attention was attracted last the world's exposition will be a
cred
night to the new flaming arc lamp in- itable one, according to the plans, and Any person daring to venture down
stalled yesterday in front of the Pho "'"He on it will be started as soon as the main streets with a straw hat at
avenue. the French commission reaches home any time of the day will be subject to
toplay theater on Douglas
violent treatment as the hat will be
The lamp gives a, remarkably bright and makes its report.
from his head and used' for
plucked
light and is so constructed that there
heating purposes. This information is
is no shadow under it. W. p. SouthMoney saving prices on suits and for the season
squeezer.
ard, manager of the Las Veeas Lieht overcoats at Talchert's
Clothing Store.
and Power company, installed the Correct
men.
for
garments
Adv.
lamp. If it proves satisfactory one
The Las Vegas Lumber company
will be placed in front of the Browne
Baby Robert, son of Mr. and Mrs. and Thomas W. Smith, a cement con
theater. Mr. Southard is considering A. V.
Case, died yesterday afternoon tractor, have filed liens in the district
installing one of the lamps in front at 1 o'clock after an
illness of several court, seeking to collect - for the
of the light company's office on Doug
weeks. Baby Robert was ten months workmanship and material expended
las avenue.
of age and was a twin brother to the in bringing the proposed moving pic11 .'ip Wll'.
in,
llloiM1J..),!...tBi,,,,!imiy
Case
that died last Thursday. ture theater pn Bridge street, just
The date for the reservation of the The baby
west
of the Bridge bar, to its present
funeral services were hel.1 this
seats for the Ridpath Lyceum course
afternoon from the Church of the Im- state of partial completion.
Ludwig
V-H,
has been changed from September 26
maculate Conception. Interment was William Ilfeld, A. A. Jones and Miss
to September 25. This fchange was in
't
Letha Shumate are the defendants in
Mount Calvary cemetery.
,
made on account-o- f
the services in
both aqtions. Ilfeld is declared to be
Temple Monefiore on September 26.
A warrant for the arrest of Pierce the owner of the lets, while Miss ShuOn the day set all holders of season
mate and Jones, who, by the way, is
Murphy, a
tickets will visit the Y. M. C. A. and out this night policeman, was sworn not the first assistant
secretary of
McGovern
morning by Terry
make their selection of seats for the
night merchants policeman, charging the interior, are alleged to have conentire course. The sale of season
assault and battery with intent to tracted for the lumber and cement
tickets has been good thus far, and kill. The
case was scheduled to ap- work. Smith asks for $190.30 pay
there is little doubt but that each
before
pear
Judge D. R. Murray this ment for the cement work, which, he
number of the course will o well
afternoon at 2 o'clock. Both men ap- says, has been completed. The Las
peared and Murphy asked the court Vegas Lumber company asks for
$119.42, which is said to be the value
for time in which to procure a
lawyer
In a window of a locaf clothing
and make other arrangements for the of the lumber used in the building up
merchant may be seen the latest in trial.
Judge Murray then set theegsp to the time noperations ceased. Work
male attire. A pair of ordinary trous for
Miss
Shumate and
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. stopped' wb-ers slit up the outside of either leg
Jones, her partner in the venture,
is the new creation. The proper name
From the present indications the
;
for this artistic cut Is divided trousers. attendance
at the farmers' institute
A number of the male sex today exMMMBBnBraM
meeting that is to be held in the Compressed themselves as pleased with mercial club rooms tomorrow afterthe creation, as it wil enable them to noon will be
A number of
large.
i
display the quality of their silk box. farmers from the mesa who were in 3
With present trouser styles It is nec- the
this
II
city
morning stated that the
essary for them to Impolitely jerk meeting was well advertised there
to
to
their trousers up
their knees
and that a large number of the farmmake any display at all. It has been ers would attend.
Agriculturists from
said1 that the new divided
trousers all other
directions have been notified
are the rage In New York city, al- and a
successful meeting is expected.
though residents of that place refused
to confirm the report today upon teleSubscribe for The Optic.
graphic, inquiry of The Optic.
K
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and to go with them Fine Home Grown

CELERY
DRESSED CHICKENS

SON

-

111 Hll llil
STORE

SUa3S22SX

f
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mwstf

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON

Gel-lan-

351

SEE

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

On and after this date: September

15, 1913

THE HOTEL ROMAINE
will be run on the European Plan, with a ia
Carte Service in Dining Room

COMPAIir, Agents

PRICES MODERATE
Cater to:

We
.

THE OLD RELIABLE

Wedding Parties

BAIN WAGON

Banquets

Club Dinners
Dances
Lectures
Musicals
Etc. Etc.

in

YOUR PATRONAGE IS

M

SOLICITED

'

:

LESSEE
EsSi-'-

L''""

1

y

.

;

.

mj

"yiP1?'' JY wvumi; wnwyr jw'goT'iy "jvt'ivt'

AT THE HOME

....

--

OF

Gross, Kelly

f

&

Co.

BUILDING

FUND

Sole Agents

-.-

THE

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING

pfiMPnnn

EATABLE

LUI11UHU

IF

YOU HAVE NOT CANNED YCOR

FRUIT

YET YOU

If ILLUSTRATED

HAD BETTER START IT. THIS WILL BE ABOUT THE

LAST WEEK OF PEACHES ETC. IN

ALL PROBABILITY

GRAPES

1

You can buy your Bread, Cakes, Cookies, Fried Cakes,
Doughnuts, ami all Bakers Goods vliile you are doing

your canning at our store.

There is none better in

Las Vegas'.

I

':
,

FABQERS' E3EETR3B

-

1
y.

THE

GRAAF

&

WED.

Subscribe for The Optic.

AFTERNOON,

SEPTEMBER

17th--

,

for rent.

and board for gentlemen
Mrs. Noyes,
private family.

ROOM

Main.

'

417

EL PORVENIR

"Live Stock and Dairy"
"Handling of Cream and Hand Separators"
"Silos and Feed Crops"

0

The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main 20 and Olive
Ail
mm

i ecu

M

-i

6174

YOU ARE CCEOIALLY

a.

ncBun

j

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

1913

SUBJECTS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.

Col. R.B. T WITCHBLL, Sept. 22

I

PER

SPEAKERS
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

COURSE

i

Mr. II. L. Baines of the Agricultural Dept. of the Santa Fe
Prof H. II. Simpson of (he New Mexico Agricultural College
Mr. C. E. Poller of Las Vegas

son. ,pi(j management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave or- -

LECTURE

j

There will be a Farmers' Meeting
in the Commercial Club rooms

IIAYWARD

STORE- "HAP.VEY'S"

NEW HOSPITAL

INVITED TO ATTEND THIS MEETING

II
II
M

THE HOLY LAND

BASKET
-

1

AT

i

1

SEASON TICKETS

j

;

$1.50

'

i DOUCHE! S i

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

CHILDREN

35c

UNDER 12 YEARS

